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1 Introduction
Warehouses are intermediate facilities that store and process products between the
location of their production and their consumption (Bartholdi & Hackman, 2019).
In the broadest sense of the definition, the oldest form of warehouses known to us
are granaries at D′hra modern day Jordan built in the pre-pottery Neolithic era
approximately 11,000 years ago (Kuijt & Finlayson, 2009). These communal granaries
were simple mud and stone constructions designed to store foraged food products.
Since then, warehouses have evolved with the changing needs of humanity. In the
second century B.C., large storage buildings for grains, olive oil, wine, paper and
marble called horrea were built across Roman cities and ports to support city dwellers
and militaries and to facilitate trade (Rickman, 2002). In the present day, we find
examples of automated warehouses ready to dispatch orders at a click of a button to
customers (Azadeh et al., 2019). These examples of warehouses from different periods
in human history illustrate how warehouses have always evolved to fulfill the changing
needs of humans.
Warehouses contribute to consumer welfare in several ways. Fundamentally, by serving
as a place of storage, they provide a buffer between production and consumption
of products and help absorb uncertainties in demand and supply (Lambert et al.,
1998). In doing so, warehouses are able to bridge the time and space between the
moment and location of production and consumption in a cost effective manner.
In manufacturing, a large quantity of products can be manufactured in batches to
realize production economies of scale. Similarly, in the agricultural industry, yield
is excessive for immediate consumption and therefore has to be stored. Retailers
procure products in large quantities to obtain volume discounts. In all of these
settings, a warehouse provides a safe place for storage of excessive product quantities
before demand is realized. Second, warehouses contribute to efficient transportation
through better utilization of vehicles from suppliers and to customers in comparison to
direct deliveries from suppliers to customers. At the same time, customers benefit by
having to process fewer vehicles and deliveries compared to multiple direct deliveries
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(Lambert et al., 1998). An extreme example of transportation economies of scale
is achieved with cross-dock facility, a special warehouse where items are rapidly
consolidated and shipped from the warehouse with minimal storage within the facility
(Bartholdi III & Gue, 2000). Third, warehouses can also provide value added services
such as postponed assembly, labeling and packaging (Heragu et al., 2005). Finally,
warehouses can play an increasingly vital role in managing product returns especially
with the rise of e-commerce activities (De Koster et al., 2007).
1.1 Warehouse Processes
Regardless of the form and functions of warehouses, warehouse processes can be
divided into two broad categories of inbound and outbound processes (Bartholdi
& Hackman, 2019). The storage function separates the linear chain of warehouse
processes into inbound and outbound processes where every process before storage
belongs to the inbound category, and the processes following storage are classified as
outbound (see Figure 1.1).
Receive Putaway Storage Pick Pack, Ship
Inbound Outbound
Figure 1.1: Warehouse processes adopted from Bartholdi & Hackman (2019)
The inbound processes start with receiving and processing shipments from suppliers
or upstream facilities through warehouse dock doors. Shipments are unloaded and
checked before they are put away in storage locations. Additionally, products returned
from the customer can also be processed in the receiving area. Almost always, the
form in which products are received and in which they leave the warehouse changes,
except for cross-dock facilities (De Koster et al., 2007). For example, products may
be received by the warehouse in pallets of identical products, but they may leave
the warehouse as individual cases or pallets containing cases of multiple products.
The problem of changing form is solved by the use of reserve and forward storage
areas (Tompkins et al., 2010). Forward storage area is a part of the warehouse
where products are stored in smaller forms such as cases or even individual units of
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products (Bartholdi & Hackman, 2008). This area is characterized by its convenient
location for order picking, explained later. A reserve storage area is used to store
products in relatively larger and more dense forms such as pallets and can be found
in less accessible locations of the warehouse (Bartholdi & Hackman, 2008). When the
forward storage area needs replenishment, they can be replenished internally from
the reserve storage area or directly from the receiving area. The use of both reserve
and forward storage helps to realize higher efficiency in the usage of storage spaces
while maintaining easy accessibility of products in the forward storage locations.
The outbound process starts with order picking which is defined as the process of
retrieving products from storage locations. After order picking, products are ac-
cumulated, sorted and packed before they are loaded onto vehicles and dispatched
(Tompkins et al., 2010). When order sizes are small, for example in B2C e-commerce,
an individual order picker can pick the entire customer order making accumulation and
sorting of items redundant (Moons et al., 2017). However, when individual customer
orders are larger and require picking by multiple order pickers, the picked items have
to be accumulated and sorted first to ensure that the correct products are sent to the
right customers (Gallien & Weber, 2010). The accumulation and sorting processes
also provide a buffer time between the order picking and loading of vehicles, and they
reduce the need to synchronize order picking activities with the loading of outbound
vehicles. In the outbound process, value added services such as late customization,
labeling and packaging of products may be included. Finally, vehicles are loaded with
the products at the dock doors and dispatched from the warehouse.
1.2 Warehouse Resources
Management of warehouse processes in its essence involves decisions on two funda-
mental warehouse resources: space and time (labor hours) (Bartholdi & Hackman,
2019). Decisions on the usage of physical space in the form of shape, size, layout, and
the type of storage systems used in the warehouses belong to the spatial decisions. On
the other hand, temporal resources determine the usage of personnel and equipment
to complete warehouse processes in a timely manner.
The usage of spatial resources is important for efficient warehouse management.
Warehouses are usually built in industrial areas with close proximity to highways and
infrastructure for other modes of transport (such as railways or a port). The land
and building cost of a warehouse can be substantial (Gose, 2018). Once a warehouse
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is built, the shape, size and layout of the warehouse have direct a impact on temporal
decisions and the time required to complete warehouse processes (Rouwenhorst et al.,
2000). For example, the shape of cross-dock facilities (Bartholdi & Gue, 2004) and
the layout in which dock doors are arranged (Gue, 1999) determine travel distances
between dock doors and the labor cost to operate cross-dock facilities. The number of
available dock doors and the modes in which they are operated (as inbound, outbound
or mixed) have an impact on the timeliness of loading and unloading of trucks (Bodnar
et al., 2017).
The utilization of time resources (such as labor hours) can be considered as a proxy for
the cost of operating a warehouse because the amount of time used by the warehouse
processes directly implies usage of valuable resources in the form of either people
or equipment (Bartholdi & Hackman, 2019). In more automated settings, higher
needs for time resources translate to larger needs of equipment and eventually a
higher capital investment (Roodbergen & Vis, 2009). When employing humans, the
utilization of time for any warehouse process is a direct cost driver (De Koster et al.,
2007).
Minimizing the use of both the space and time resources contributes to efficient
warehouse management. However, decisions on how space and time are utilized should
not be made in isolation as they directly impact each other. When designing and
controlling warehouses, this relationship has to be carefully evaluated.
Warehouse management decisions can also be classified on the scale of their time
horizon and their demand on capital investments into strategic, tactical and operational
decisions (Rouwenhorst et al., 2000). The strategic decisions are long-term decisions
which have a substantial impact on capital investments. Tactical decisions are medium-
term decisions which are made more frequently compared to strategic decisions and
have comparatively a smaller impact on capital costs. Operational decisions are
short-term decisions that are made frequently, some even multiple times in a day.
Comparatively, operational decisions are less capital intensive but are crucial in
maintaining high service levels.
Strategic decisions starts with the decision on usage of space such as location, shape
and size of the warehouse. The number of products the warehouse needs to store
with a given demand profile and the desired level of lead time and responsiveness
determine the location (Baumol & Wolfe, 1958), size and shape of the warehouse (Gu
et al., 2007). Another important strategic decision is related to the choice of storage
and handling systems - the combination of storage and retrieval equipment and the
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methods of their usage (Dallari et al., 2009). Warehouses store a large variety of
products with different storage requirements and serve multiple customer types with
different demand requirements. To accommodate different storage needs of different
products, warehouses use multiple warehousing systems simultaneously. The large
variety of the available equipment and the methods to use them make it difficult
for warehouse managers to choose appropriate warehousing systems for the strategic
needs of any company.
In a next step, the strategic decisions extend to tactical decisions such as the allocation
of space for different warehouse processes and associated systems (Heragu et al., 2005).
Spatial decisions such as the amount of space allocated to forward versus reserve
storage (Bartholdi & Hackman, 2008), usage of dedicated, random or cluster-based
storage policy (De Koster et al., 2007) or the mode of dock door operation (Buijs
et al., 2014) can be categorized as tactical decisions. Temporally, decisions on the
type of shifts for order pickers or the number of order picking robots to use can also be
considered as tactical decisions. Interestingly, given the warehousing contexts, several
decisions on the tactical level can migrate to the strategic level, or even the operational
level. For example, the number of robots in automated storage and retrieval systems
(AS/RS) cannot be changed with ease once the warehouse has been built (Roodbergen
& Vis, 2009). Therefore, the decisions on the number of AS/RS machines belongs
to the strategic level. However, in parts-to-picker robotic systems such as Autostore
(Azadeh et al., 2019), the number of robots used for order picking can be changed
annually, monthly or even on an hourly basis.
Strategic and tactical decisions on the usage of space and time resources impose
constraints on the operational decisions. Using the limited temporal and spatial
resources determined on the strategic and tactical levels, warehouse managers have
to ensure that the warehouse is able to satisfy customer requirements. Decisions such
as batching of multiple orders (Gademann et al., 2001), scheduling of trucks at dock
doors (Ladier & Alpan, 2016), routing of order pickers in the warehouse (Scholz et al.,
2017) and assignment of orders to order pickers (Matusiak et al., 2017) belong to
the operational level. Generally, these operational decisions are geared towards the
objective of minimizing the usage of time resources (Rouwenhorst et al., 2000) while
achieving high customer service requirements. By minimizing the time required to
complete warehouse processes, the labor requirements of warehouses can be reduced.
Additionally, minimizing the time needed to complete warehouse processes contributes
even further to make the entire supply chain more efficient and responsive.
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1.3 Warehouses in a Network
Warehouses are not isolated entities but part of a larger supply network with multiple
stakeholders and varying demands and constraints on the warehouses (Rouwenhorst
et al., 2000; Buijs et al., 2014). External to the warehouse other stakeholders
(such as suppliers, other warehouses, transportation service providers, governmental
organizations, insurance companies, fire policies and customers) impose restrictions
that define the operating boundaries for a warehouse. These restrictions shape the
manner in which warehouses should manage their usage of space and time resources.
Upstream from the warehouses, suppliers can impose constraints on the warehouses.
By mandating the time window in which their vehicles have to be processed, suppliers
dictate the number of dock doors (spatial) and personnel (temporal) required to ensure
that vehicles are processed in time (Bodnar et al., 2017). The form in which shipments
are received (in either pallets or boxes) determine the type of unloading equipment
that can be used at the warehouse (Gu et al., 2007). If suppliers send shipments in
mixed pallets with multiple products on one pallet, these products typically need to
be sorted and restacked on single-SKU pallets before they are stored. The warehouse
needs space for staging and sorting these products. Such restrictions from upstream
facilities dictate the organization of inbound warehouse processes.
The stakeholders downstream of the warehouse (i.e., the customers) are retail stores,
end-consumers or commercial facilities such as factories or cross-dock facilities. These
entities have a diverse set of requirements that are imposed on the warehouse and
determine how outbound warehouse processes are planned and configured. In B2C
e-commerce, customers can more frequently indicate during what time window they
want their online orders to be delivered to their homes (Agatz et al., 2011). Similarly,
individual retail stores have their own time windows when warehouses can deliver
and unload products to the stores. These time windows can be self imposed by
retail store managers to ease the unloading of vehicles and shelving products in the
stores (Spliet et al., 2018). Additionally, many Western European city governments
impose time windows on when commercial vehicles can enter the city to reduce traffic
congestion, improve safety and maximize welfare of city dwellers (Muñuzuri et al.,
2005; Quak & de Koster, 2007). In all these contexts, the time windows and deadlines
at downstream facilities temporally constrain the management of outbound processes
at the warehouse. Additionally, the form in which products leave the warehouse
dictates the type of loading equipment and personnel used at the warehouse. When
the same warehouse processes different forms of outbound shipments such as pallets
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to downstream cross-dock facilities and cases to online shoppers, the warehouse has
to employ more than one type of loading equipment. Furthermore, if the number
of dock doors is limited (i.e., there are spatial constraints), and a large number of
deliveries has to depart in quick succession, this requires buffer spaces (called staging
areas) to hold products between the order picking and loading operations. Staging
areas can be limited in space and themselves might need to be managed.
1.4 Contribution and Thesis Outline
In this dissertation, the focus is on manual warehouse operations from a network
perspective where warehouse operations are constrained not only by the limited internal
resources but also by external temporal constraints from upstream and downstream
facilities. Specifically, mathematical models and algorithms are developed for the
planning of warehouse processes that use manual labor, have temporal constraints
and are constrained internally by limited personnel and space. The warehouse setting
considered in this dissertation is illustrated in Figure 1.2.









Figure 1.2: Warehouse setting and constraints considered in this thesis
The focus on manual warehouses is justified for several reasons. Even though au-
tomated warehouse solutions are being developed and adopted increasingly, most
of the warehouse operations are still performed manually. De Koster et al. (2007)
estimated that manual order picking systems, which make up the largest share of
warehousing costs, made up 80 percent of the order picking systems in Western Europe.
A more recent industry survey suggests that only 13 percent of warehouses have some
level of automation (Michel, 2016). Usage of manual workers does not require large
capital investments compared to automation, and manual operations can be scaled
more flexibly compared to most automated warehousing solutions. However, the
use of human workers in a warehouse has its own unique challenges. Warehouses
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with human workers have to abide by strict labor laws and union agreements which
dictate the number of work shifts, lengths of shifts and work break periods (European
Parliament, Council of the European Union, 2003). In automated warehouse settings,
fewer workers are needed for critical operations, and planning of these personnel is
less challenging. Despite the importance of humans in warehouses, the warehousing
literature overlooks constraints that are specific to manual operations, namely, varying
the number of personnel and capacity available at different times of the day (Henn
et al., 2010; Henn, 2012; Scholz et al., 2017). This dissertation aims to fill this gap.
The network perspective on warehouse facilities also has its contribution. The
warehouse management literature largely assumes that transportation planning is
secondary and it focuses on the optimization of internal warehouse objectives such
as minimizing the total order processing time (Gademann et al., 2001; Gademann &
Velde, 2005; Matusiak et al., 2017) or minimizing late orders (Henn, 2015; Scholz et al.,
2017). Alternatively, the transportation literature largely does not consider constraints
at warehouses and optimizes purely transportation objectives such as minimizing travel
distance (Solomon, 1987) or minimizing travel duration (Savelsbergh, 1992) of vehicles.
As mentioned earlier, temporal constraints in warehouses originate from many sources
and can have a significant impact on warehouse operations. The temporal constraints
from upstream facilities can translate to processing time windows for inbound trucks
at the warehouse. Departure deadlines or time windows for outbound orders may
be necessary to ensure that orders are delivered to customers in time. If warehouses
have an abundance of resources such as dock doors, staging space and sufficient order
pickers, the temporal constraints can be ignored and warehouses can be planned as
isolated entities. However, in practice, warehouses, especially in Western Europe, are
severely constrained in the amount of space they can use for processing trucks or for
staging orders. These factors necessitate efficient warehouse management to consider
management of temporal and spatial resources when constrained by external temporal
constraints.
The guiding research question for this thesis is: How to efficiently manage resources
in manual warehouses with external temporal constraints? We conduct three studies
to answer this research question. The first study investigates cross-dock operations
where the inbound and outbound shipments have time windows and shipments are
moved between the dock doors by workers driving fork lift trucks. In the second
study, the temporal constraints at the warehouse appear in the form of delivery due
time windows which dictate the duration within which an order can be picked and
delivered to the staging area of a warehouse. The planning problem in this study
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has to determine the workforce schedule for order pickers to ensure all orders are
picked and delivered within their time windows. In the final study of this thesis, the
temporal constraints appear in the form of time windows at retail stores. This study
goes beyond considering the temporal constraints as inputs for warehouse planning
and optimizes the transportation routing and warehouse processes jointly when a
warehouse has limited order picking, staging and loading capacity.
In the following, the individual studies that comprise this thesis are explained. A
classification of the temporal constraints imposed on the warehouse and the internal
resources considered in the studies is presented in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Classification of temporal constraints and warehouse resources studied in
this thesis
Warehouse resources External
Study Spatial Temporal temporal constraints
1 Dock doors, Cross-dock workers Hard inbound time windows,
temporary storage area soft outbound time windows
2 Staging lanes Flexible order pickers Delivery due time windows
3 Staging area, Order pickers, Customer time windows
dock doors loaders
Chapter 2: Integrated scheduling and assignment of trucks at unit-load
cross-dock terminals with mixed service mode dock doors
This chapter investigates the planning problem of assigning and scheduling trucks
to dock doors in unit load cross-dock facilities with mixed-mode dock doors, i.e.,
dock doors which can process both inbound and outbound trucks. The cross-dock
facility has limited spatial resources in the form of dock doors (Van Belle et al., 2012;
Ladier & Alpan, 2016). The cross-dock operations are also constrained temporally by
inbound and outbound time windows (Bodnar et al., 2017). Inbound shipments have
to be processed within the predefined time window. Outbound trucks have soft time
windows and can depart from the cross-dock facility with a delay but at penalty cost.
The objective of the problem is to synchronize inbound and outbound vehicles in both
space and time dimension as much as possible. When inbound trucks are stationed
at the dock doors at the same time as when the corresponding outbound trucks are
stationed at other dock doors, the shipments can be directly transferred from inbound
trucks to outbound truck without being stored in a temporary storage area. Avoiding
the usage of the temporary storage area minimizes extra travel and handling for
workers (Bodnar et al., 2017). Additionally, when shipments are transferred directly
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from inbound to outbound vehicles, the aim is to process trucks at dock doors in close
spatial proximity to minimize travel distances which we consider as a direct proxy for
the operational costs of a cross-dock operations. Since both the dock-door assignment
(Bartholdi III & Gue, 2000; Bozer & Carlo, 2008) and truck scheduling problems
(Boysen et al., 2010; Bodnar et al., 2017) are NP-hard problems, the literature and
practice take either a sequential solution approach to the individual problems (where
trucks are scheduled first and assigned to dock doors second) or the problems are
integrated for only the inbound or outbound operations. Our study shows that the
sequential approach is not only suboptimal but can also lead to infeasible solutions
that cannot be realized in practice. An integrated approach has the potential to
remedy these shortcomings of the sequential approaches.
The research question addressed in this study is: How to schedule and assign trucks
to dock doors in cross-dock facilities with mixed-mode dock doors in an integrated
manner? To answer the question, we present a mathematical model for the problem
and an adaptive large neighborhood search algorithm to solve the problem for real-
sized instances. Extensive computational experiments suggest that scheduling and
assigning trucks to dock doors in an integrated manner is superior compared to the
sequential approach of scheduling first and assigning second by as much as 20-30%.
Additionally, results suggest that both the proportion and position of mixed-mode
dock doors have an impact on the temporal cost (i.e., delay of outbound trucks) and
the spatial cost (i.e., travel distance of shipments between dock doors).
Chapter 3: Workforce scheduling with order-picking assignments in distribution
facilities
The second study in this thesis investigates the scheduling of manual order pickers in
warehouses where order picking operations are constrained temporally by predefined
time windows for delivery of orders to the staging area of the warehouse. The staging
area of the warehouse is organized in staging lanes, and it is limited in size compared
to the volume of daily outbound orders. To ensure that orders arrive in time and
the staging lanes are not overfilled with orders, each vehicle is allocated a due time
window, and orders for a vehicle have to be picked and delivered at the right staging
lane within its due time window. The arrival of orders before the beginning of the due
time window is not possible because at that time the space is allocated for the orders
for a different truck. The arrival of orders after the end of the due time window is
forbidden as they will delay the delivery of orders at customer locations.
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In this complex warehouse environment, the number of orders required to be picked
at different times of the day can vary drastically. A large number of order pickers
is required when many orders need to be picked in quick succession. Some of these
order pickers may not be required soon after. Warehouse managers use flexible order
pickers to solve the problem of a varying workforce requirement. These order pickers
can be called on short notice and employed and paid for a variable duration of work.
Planning this workforce requires warehouse managers to determine the number of
order pickers to employ, the start and end times of their shifts, the length of shift
duration and the break periods to minimize the duration during which flexible order
pickers are employed. Furthermore, these decisions have to be made jointly with the
assignment of orders to order pickers and their sequencing to ensure that the orders
are picked and delivered within their due time windows.
Because of the interaction of workforce scheduling and order assignment and scheduling
problems, the overall planning problem is a complex NP-hard problem. In practice,
managers use their experience and intuition to determine the required workforce, and
orders are scheduled and assigned to workers later on. The studies in the warehousing
literature that investigate order picking with temporal constraints such as deadlines
(Elsayed et al., 1993; Elsayed & Lee, 1996; Henn, 2015; Scholz et al., 2017) can only
be applied to automated environments because they overlook shift related constraints
which are relevant when humans are employed. Personnel scheduling literature is rich
and several available studies provide models and solution approaches for planning
of personnel with varying workloads (Goel & Irnich, 2017; Cordeau et al., 2010).
However, the available studies cannot be used directly to optimize the use of flexible
workers and assign orders. This study contributes to the warehousing literature by
combining the richness of personnel scheduling problems when humans are employed
with the temporal constraints of planning order pickers in warehouses.
The research question in this study is: How can a flexible order picker workforce
schedule be generated while assigning orders with due time windows to order pickers?
The study presents two mathematical models for the problem and proposes two
solution approaches - an exact solution approach based on a branch-and-price solu-
tion framework and a large neighborhood search algorithm. Furthermore, extensive
experiments show that the solution approaches developed in this chapter can produce
quality solutions for real-sized instances. The large neighborhood search algorithm is
used in a case study to plan the order picker workforce of the warehouse operation
of a Dutch retailer. The case study suggests that using shift structures with flexible
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breaks for order pickers, i.e., breaks that can start 15 minutes before or after the
current break start time, can lead to savings of as much as 5% of the labor cost.
Chapter 4: Vehicle routing with warehouse considerations under time restrictions
This chapter investigates joint optimization of warehouse processes with limited
resources and transportation planning in a holistic manner. In practice, transportation
planning is generally done in advance, which forms the input for warehouse planning.
However, it can be impossible or prohibitively expensive for a warehouse to ensure
that vehicles can dispatch from the warehouse as needed by the transportation plans.
There are several examples in industries where departure deadlines of vehicles imposed
on the warehouse without consideration for the limited resources at the warehouse
cannot be realized. A solution to this problem lies in holistically creating delivery
routes while considering the limited resources at the warehouse. Dabia et al. (2019)
investigate the impact of limited loading capacity on route planning and Moons et al.
(2017, 2019) propose a problem of integrating order picking with routing. However,
these available academic works consider only one warehouse process when generating
routes which limits their applicability to warehouses where multiple constrained
processes impact each other.
This chapter studies the interaction of three most important warehouse processes -
order picking, staging and loading - and their impact on the routing of vehicles to
customers with hard time windows. At different periods of the day, the warehouse has
varying levels of limited order picking capacity because of the change in the shifts of
order pickers and breaks. Additionally, the staging area and the number of dock doors
are also constrained. Using the limited order picking, staging and loading capacity in
the warehouse, orders have to be dispatched from the warehouse in time to ensure
that they are delivered at the customer locations within the customer-specific time
windows.
The research question addressed in this study is: How to jointly plan transport and
warehouse operations for warehouses with limited order picking, staging and loading
capacity when deliveries have time windows?
The study presents a mathematical model for the problem which minimizes the
duration required to deliver orders to customers with time windows. The departure
time of vehicles from the warehouse is constrained by a limited number of dock doors,
staging space and order picking capacity. A solution approach for the problem is
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developed based on a dynamic programming approach. Experiments are conducted on
instances generated from a data set of a Dutch retailer which suggest that constrained
warehouse resources can have a significant impact on the route planning. When the
size of the staging area and the availability of the order picking workforce is limited,
the duration of routes can increase on average by 8.4% compared to the cases where
routes are not constrained by warehouse resources. However, the best system wide
performance is achieved when the fewest possible order pickers are used, because any
savings that can be gained in routing costs is dominated by the cost of employing
additional order pickers necessary to realize the departure times of optimal routes.
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2 Integrated Scheduling and
Assignment of Trucks at Unit-Load
Cross-Dock Terminals with Mixed
Service Mode Dock Doors1
2.1 Introduction
Cross-docking is a material handling and distribution concept in which products
received at a terminal are immediately unloaded from inbound trucks, sorted and
consolidated based on their destinations, and loaded directly into outbound trucks
for delivery to customers with little or no storage in between. Incoming shipments
typically spend up to 24 hours inside a cross-dock terminal, while often not more than
one hour (Bartholdi & Gue, 2004). Consequently, cross-docking has the potential to
eliminate the storage and retrieval operation functions of a traditional warehouse. As
it provides the best of the warehousing and direct delivery strategy, cross-docking
has become a popular distribution strategy in practice. In a recent industry survey
among 219 logistics, transportation, warehousing, and supply chain management
practitioners, 68.5% of the survey respondents used cross-docking and 15.1% of the
respondents are planning to use cross-dock terminals within two years (Saddle Creek
Corporation, 2011).
A dispatcher of a cross-dock terminal faces two interrelated decisions: where and
when the trucks should be processed at the dock doors of the terminal. In the
literature, the location decision is called the dock-door (or truck-to-door) assignment
problem and the timing decision is called the truck scheduling problem. Minimizing
1This chapter is based on Rijal, A., Bijvank, M., & de Koster, R. (2019). Integrated scheduling
and assignment of trucks at unit-load cross-dock terminals with mixed service mode dock doors.
European Journal of Operational Research, 278(3), 752-771.
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total travel distances within the terminal is the main objective of the dock-door
assignment problem, whereas minimizing the total length of the planning horizon
(i.e., the makespan) and any departure delays of outbound trucks (i.e., the tardiness)
are the main objectives of the truck scheduling problem in the literature. When
both decisions are considered simultaneously, this is called the cross-dock scheduling
problem. As the truck scheduling problem and the dock-door assignment problem are
both NP-hard, most literature focuses on the development of sequential approaches
to solve these problems where trucks are usually scheduled first and then assigned to
dock doors.
In most cross-dock terminals, an incoming truck is assigned to an inbound door (also
called receiving or strip door) where the freight is unloaded and an outgoing truck is
assigned to an outbound door (also called shipping or stack door) where the shipment
is loaded to serve the customer destination. Boysen & Fliedner (2010) introduced the
notion of a mixed (or flexible) service mode for dock doors, where both inbound and
outbound trucks can be processed. More recently, Berghman et al. (2015) and Bodnar
et al. (2017) propose solution techniques to include mixed-mode dock doors in truck
scheduling problems at a cross-dock terminal. Both studies show numerically that
including such flexible dock doors can reduce their objective function value (waiting
time and operational costs, respectively) by as much as 18%. In an industry study by
Ladier & Alpan (2016) there were five out of nine cross-dock terminals that indicated
to use mixed-mode dock doors. This illustrates the relevance to study the use of
mixed-mode dock doors.
The goal of our paper is to extend Bodnar et al. (2017) by including dock-door
assignments to the truck scheduling problem when dock doors can operate in a mixed
mode. The only two papers that study cross-dock scheduling with mixed-mode service
doors are Shakeri et al. (2012) and Hermel et al. (2016). However, these authors
restrict the service mode of each flexible dock door to be dedicated for either inbound
or outbound operations at a particular time in the planning horizon (see Section 2.2
for more details). We use the mixed service mode in a broader sense, since both
inbound and outbound trucks can be assigned to any flexible door that is available
over the entire planning horizon.
The integration of the truck scheduling and dock-door assignment problem is non-
trivial. In the literature, it is usually suggested to solve both problems sequentially
(such as first-schedule-then-assign). The performance of such a sequential approach
(compared to an integrated approach) depends on the size of the cross-dock terminal
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(measured as the number of dock doors) and the utilization of the dock doors (measured
as the truck-to-dock-door ratio). The synchronization of the inbound and appropriate
outbound trucks must be carefully scheduled over time when dock doors are heavily
utilized. Furthermore, in cross-dock terminals where the distances between inbound
and outbound trucks are substantial, the dispatcher needs to assign inbound trucks
to receiving doors close to the designated outbound trucks. Reducing travel distance
becomes then more important to improve the efficiency of the cross-dock operations.
A sequential approach does not ensure that a dock door is available such that incoming
shipments are assigned to a door that is close to the appropriate destination trucks
to reduce travel distances without delaying the departure of outbound trucks.
Observations from practice reveal that cross-dock terminals can have extended time
periods during which the dock-door utilization is 80% or higher (see Section 2.6.5 for
details of our case study). As discussed above, this requires an integrated approach
to solve the truck scheduling and dock-door assignment problem simultaneously.
Furthermore, mixed-mode dock doors are more beneficial when dock doors are heavily
utilized (Bodnar et al., 2017). However, with a higher utilization and mixed-mode
dock doors, sequential approaches can lead to infeasible solutions (see Section 2.8.1).
This strengthens our motivation to study cross-dock scheduling with mixed-mode dock
doors. The research questions for this study are: (i) How can the integrated cross-
dock scheduling problem be formulated and solved when some doors are exclusively
dedicated to inbound or outbound operations and other doors are used in a mixed
mode? (ii) To what extent is the integrated cross-dock scheduling approach better
than the sequential approach? (iii) Does the ratio of the mixed-mode dock doors to
dock doors with an exclusive service mode as well as the positioning of the mixed-mode
dock doors have an impact on the operational performance of the cross-dock terminal?
Ideally, all dock doors operate in a mixed service mode. However, in practice, it is
preferred that not all dock doors have this flexibility since this service mode usually
incurs additional operational overhead. Furthermore, mixed-mode dock doors can
create confusion for employees working at the cross-dock facility since it might not
always be clear whether a dock door is prepared for inbound or outbound operations.
Such confusion does not exist for dock doors that operate in a dedicated service mode.
Technological solutions that indicate, in real time, the mode of the dock door can
minimize confusion among employees and are already in existence. We are aware of
companies that started a pilot with such technologies to assist the material handling
activities at dock doors. Operating a limited number of dock doors in the mixed
service mode limits this operational overhead (Berghman et al., 2015). Furthermore,
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Bodnar et al. (2017) show that it is sufficient to convert only a fraction of the dock
doors to a mixed service mode to gain the full benefits of mixed-mode dock doors (i.e.,
the operational benefit of additional dock doors operating in a mixed service mode
is diminishing). However, the positioning of these mixed-mode dock doors can also
have an impact on the cross-dock operations (besides their proportion). No previous
literature has studied this aspect.
Our contributions to the existing literature are threefold. Firstly, we extend the
formulation of the integrated scheduling and assignment problem to include mixed-
mode dock doors. Even though the integration of the two problems has been recognized
in the literature to generate operational efficiencies to cross-dock facilities, the use
of dock doors with a mixed service mode has only been studied for either of the
two problems in isolation and never in an integrated fashion. The integration of
temporal and spatial decisions is a non-trivial extension and presents significant
modeling challenges. In particular, we illustrate in Section 2.8.1 that the schedule
resulting from the model proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017) can result in infeasible
dock-door assignments. In addition to the integrated cross-dock scheduling model,
we revise the formulation of the truck scheduling problem proposed by Bodnar et al.
(2017) in Section 2.8.2 such that a feasible dock-door assignment can be found. This
is used as one of the benchmark techniques in our numerical results. Secondly, we
extend the adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) algorithm as proposed by
Bodnar et al. (2017) to include dock-door assignment decisions, which requires a
new solution representation and new neighbourhood operators. Thirdly, we perform
rigorous numerical experiments and a case study which demonstrate that an integrated
approach to the cross-dock scheduling problem with mixed-mode dock doors results
in superior decision making compared to a sequential approach. In particular, we
study different scenarios where we vary the dock-door utilization, the proportion of
mixed-mode dock doors and the positioning of these dock doors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review
related literature. In Section 2.3, we describe the integrated scheduling and assignment
problem in more detail and introduce all notations. In Section 2.4, we develop a
mathematical model for the cross-dock scheduling problem with mixed-mode dock
doors. The outline of our ALNS algorithm for the integrated problem is presented in
Section 2.5, whereas the details are provided in Section 2.8.3. We report our numerical
results on computational experiments and a case study in Section 2.6, and conclude
the work in Section 2.7 with our managerial insights.
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2.2 Literature Review
Modeling cross-dock processes has been extensively studied in the last decade. Boysen
& Fliedner (2010) classify the literature on truck scheduling based on the door
environment (service mode and number of dock doors), operational characteristics
(arrival and processing times, departure deadlines, availability of intermediate storage,
etc.), and objective function. Van Belle et al. (2012) use a more general classification to
categorize the literature based on the type of cross-docking problem: strategic decisions
(location of cross-dock facilities and layout design), tactical decisions (flow of goods
in a supply chain network with cross-dock terminals) and operational decisions (dock-
door assignment, truck scheduling, vehicle routing, location of temporary storage).
Buijs et al. (2014) identify interdependencies between these different levels of decision
making, whereas Ladier & Alpan (2016) compare the literature on cross-docking
decisions at the operational decision level to practices observed in industry. However,
the literature on operational decision-making (such as truck scheduling and dock-door
assignment) at cross-dock facilities where dock doors can have a mixed service mode
is limited. Section 2.2.1 provides an overview on these papers. The second stream
of literature related to our work is on cross-dock scheduling, which is addressed in
Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Cross-dock operations with mixed-mode dock doors
There are only a few papers where dock doors can be used to process both inbound
and outbound trucks. The early work by Brown (2003) and Bozer & Carlo (2008)
studies a dock-door assignment problem in which origins and destinations (or trailers)
are assigned to dock doors. Each door is exclusively used by the same trailer (i.e., by
the same supplier for inbound trucks or by the same customer for outbound trucks)
over the entire planning horizon, where the trailer can frequently visit the cross-dock
facility. Consequently, these allocation decisions are tactical decisions rather than
operational decisions. After being assigned, the door can operate only in an exclusive
service mode for the scheduling decisions. In contrast, Miao et al. (2009) assign
trucks to dock doors at an operational level, where a door can be used by different
trucks. The schedule with the arrival and departure times of each truck is given as
input parameter to the problem. Since no distinction is made between inbound and
outbound operations, all dock doors can be seen as operating in a mixed service mode.
The authors present two metaheuristics to solve the problem; a genetic algorithm
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(GA) and a tabu search algorithm (TS). TS outperforms GA in their numerical
experiments.
Only two papers study truck scheduling with mixed-mode dock doors. Berghman
et al. (2015) present two model formulations for this problem where the objective is to
minimize the weighted sojourn time of unit loads, i.e., the time between unloading and
loading. A notable constraint in their model formulation is that an outbound truck
cannot be docked unless all the inbound trucks that carry items for it are processed.
The arrival and departure time windows are included as hard constraints. With
numerical experiments on small-sized instances, they demonstrate that mixed-mode
dock doors can generate substantial savings. In particular, only a limited number
of mixed-mode dock doors provides the full benefit of flexible dock doors. Similar
observations are obtained by Bodnar et al. (2017) who also study the truck scheduling
problem with mixed-mode dock doors. In their objective function, they aim to
minimize the usage of the temporary storage area and the delay of outbound trucks.
Unlike the model by Berghman et al. (2015), outbound trucks can be processed before
all inbound trucks that carry items for it are processed. This allows unit loads to be
transferred directly to the outbound truck without incurring the additional cost of
temporary storage. Commercial solvers are used to generate solutions within 1,800
seconds which are compared against the solutions from an ALNS algorithm designed
for their problem. Extensive numerical experiments and a case study demonstrate
the decreasing marginal returns when more flexible dock doors are included, and the
additional benefit is negligible when more than 60% of the dock doors operate in a
mixed service mode. In Section 2.8.1, we illustrate that the models formulated in both
papers can result in infeasible solution when the scheduled trucks have to be assigned
to dock doors in a sequential approach for the cross-dock scheduling problem.
2.2.2 Cross-dock scheduling
An overview of the limited literature to solve the cross-dock scheduling problem
is provided in Table 2.1. The first six papers study cross-dock scheduling for only
inbound operations. These studies assume that the outbound operations are already
assigned and scheduled. Consequently, the dock doors under study are dedicated to
unloading inbound trucks. This exclusive service mode for dock doors is assumed
in most papers in the cross-dock literature. There are two exceptions as mentioned
in the introduction. In Shakeri et al. (2012), each truck contains pallets that are
unloaded, sorted, and then redistributed among the same trucks. Consequently,
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each truck and dock door is used first for inbound operations and then for outbound
operations. Hermel et al. (2016) do not differentiate between service modes of doors
and assign containers to dock doors such that each container, inbound or outbound,
has a unique door. The same dock door is not used again by any other container
during the planning horizon and retains this exclusive mode throughout the remainder
of the planning period.
The third characteristic used to categorize the literature in Table 2.1 indicates whether
each load from an inbound truck is already assigned to an outbound truck (i.e.,
pre-distribution cross-docking), or whether this assignment needs to be determined
along with the door assignments and scheduling of trucks (i.e., post-distribution
cross-docking). In the latter scenario, loads of a product from inbound trucks are
interchangeable since they can be assigned to different outbound trucks. Acar et al.
(2012) make no assumption about pre-distribution or post-distribution cross-docking.
Furthermore, all references assume that products are first unloaded and staged in
front of the outbound door before they are loaded in the outbound truck, where
there is an unlimited staging capacity. In reality, however, staging limitations around
dock doors necessitate products to be moved to a temporary storage area when an
inbound truck is unloaded before the corresponding outbound truck is docked at an
outbound door (Yu & Egbelu, 2008; Bodnar et al., 2017). The extra operational
efforts for this transferal of unit loads to and from the storage area is not included in
the cross-dock scheduling literature. The only notable exception is Tootkaleh et al.
(2016) who explicitly model the storage of products in a separate area when products
of an inbound truck arrive after the outbound truck has already left the cross-dock
terminal due to a departure deadline.
In the final two columns on the operational characteristics, we indicate whether there
are specific arrival and departure time windows for either inbound and/or outbound
trucks. If no arrival time is specified, it is assumed that all trucks are available at
the yard at the beginning of the planning horizon and that they can be scheduled
to enter the cross-dock terminal at any point in time. However, in practice, trucks
arrive during the day and they can only enter the cross-dock terminal after they have
arrived at the yard. Acar et al. (2012) and Konur & Golias (2013a,b) assume random
arrival times of inbound trucks. Therefore, in their objective function, Acar et al.
(2012) focus on evenly distributing the idle times between processing inbound trucks
assigned to strip doors. In contrast, Konur & Golias (2013a,b) and Heidari et al.
(2018) focus on minimizing waiting times at the yard (i.e., the time between arrival at
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the yard and entering the dock door). These three studies do not have restrictions on
the departure times for outbound trucks. If there is a pre-determined time at which
each outbound truck needs to leave the cross-dock terminal, this can be included to
the problem either as a hard constraint or as a soft constraint. In the former case, all
delayed loads are lost, kept in a temporary storage until the next outbound truck with
the same destination departs or sent by an additional outbound truck (comparable to
tardiness cost) (Boysen et al., 2013; Tootkaleh et al., 2016; Molavi et al., 2018). In
the latter case, trucks can depart after their due time, but they are penalized in the
objective function (Chmielewski et al., 2009; Liao et al., 2013; Van Belle et al., 2013;
Assadi & Bagheri, 2016; Nassief et al., 2017).
The second and third last columns in Table 2.1 specify the size of the larger or real-
world test instances that are reported: the number of inbound and outbound doors
as well as the number of inbound and outbound trucks. The last column indicates
whether the decision variables only specify the sequencing of the trucks at the dock
doors (and then the actual enter and departure times are derived from this order and
the given processing times), or whether the decision variables include an actual index
for the time period at which the truck is docked at the terminal.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the objective criterion for scheduling decisions include
tardiness (i.e., amount of time trucks depart after their due time), earliness (i.e., when
a truck is scheduled to depart before its due time), makespan (i.e., the time that the
last outbound truck departs from the cross-dock terminal) and the waiting time for
trucks to be processed. The dock-door assignment decisions are usually made based on
travel distances between the dock doors of the inbound and corresponding outbound
trucks. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the different single and multi-criterion
objective functions used in the literature.
Most cross-dock scheduling problems are solved sequentially or with a metaheuristic.
Acar et al. (2012) first assign doors based on a heuristic and then schedule the trucks.
Boysen et al. (2013) use decomposition procedures (first-assign-then-schedule and
first-schedule-then-assign), where heuristics are used for each stage in addition to
a simulated annealing algorithm to achieve iterative improvements. Chmielewski
et al. (2009) propose two solution approaches: decomposition-and-column generation
and evolutionary algorithms. The first approach performs better but requires more
computation time. Liao et al. (2013) use simulated annealing, tabu search, ant colony
optimization, and (hybrid) decomposition evolution. Assadi & Bagheri (2016) propose
a differential evolution algorithm and population-based metaheuristics with pairwise
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exchange and simulated annealing. Van Belle et al. (2013) solve the problem with
tabu search where a swap operator and an insert operator are used. Kuo (2013)
uses variable neighborhood search. Wisittipanich & Hengmeechai (2017) use particle
swarm optimization with the local best solution and the near-neighbor best solution.
Lee et al. (2012) use three different genetic algorithms. Konur & Golias (2013a,b)
propose a genetic algorithm to find Pareto efficient schedules for the inbound trucks
and recommend a hybrid approach which considers a combination of pessimistic
and optimistic scenarios. Heidari et al. (2018) and Molavi et al. (2018) also use
variations of a genetic algorithm. Tootkaleh et al. (2016) use simple heuristics based
on greedy principles to solve the cross-docking problem. Nassief et al. (2017) and
Zhang et al. (2010) solve their mathematical models to optimality. Chen & Song
(2009), Bellanger et al. (2013) and Fonseca et al. (2019) use a different approach
to tackle cross-dock scheduling problems. They model the problems as two-stage
and three-stage hybrid flow shop scheduling problems with cross-docking constraints
which prevents outbound truck from processing before all of its inbound shipments are
processed and develop several heuristics, branch-and-bound algorithms and a hybrid
Lagrangian metaheuristic to solve these problems.
The two papers that study mixed-mode dock doors use a sequential approach. Hermel
et al. (2016) first assign inbound and outbound trucks to dock doors and then schedule
the trucks according to resource constraints at the cross-dock terminal. Shakeri et al.
(2012) use a two-phase decomposition heuristic, where trucks are sequenced first based
on a ranking and then assigned to doors according to the sequence list.
It should be noted that cross-dock problems that are formulated as flow shop scheduling
problems (Chen & Song, 2009; Bellanger et al., 2013; Fonseca et al., 2019) can be
extended to include mixed-mode dock doors in a straightforward manner by designating
some machines, equivalent to mixed-mode dock doors, as flexible machines that are
capable of processing trucks in multiple stages of the flow shop. However, if the cost of
the solution depends on the dock-door (or machine) combinations in which the truck
is processed in the first (inbound) and second (outbound) stage, as is the case with our
problem, the models and methods presented by Chen & Song (2009), Bellanger et al.
(2013) and Fonseca et al. (2019) cannot be applied in this straightforward manner
anymore. Furthermore, the usage of temporary storage, which is triggered when there
is a mismatch between the time at which inbound trucks and the associated outbound
trucks are processed, cannot be addressed by cross-dock models that are based on
flow shop scheduling problems. This requires us to develop a new model and solution
approaches for the problem.
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Cross-docking can also be seen as part of a larger distribution network where vehicle
routing decisions are included. A rich stream of literature aims at generating vehicle
routes such that the routes for the trucks that need to visit a cross-dock facility are
synchronized. Such problems are considered a subclass of vehicle routing problems with
synchronization constraints (Drexl, 2012) or vehicle- and location-routing problems
with intermediate stops (Schiffer et al., 2019). Since routing decisions are not included
in the scope of our paper. We refer the interested reader to Agustina et al. (2014),
Dondo & Cerdá (2014, 2015), Enderer et al. (2017) and Grangier et al. (2017).
2.3 Problem Description, Notations and Assumptions
Consider a cross-dock facility that needs to process a set of inbound and outbound
trucks denoted by I and O, respectively, over a given planning horizon T . The
planning horizon is discretized in |T | time periods of equal length. Time periods are
indexed by t such that t ∈ T . The dock doors at the cross-dock facility are divided
into inbound, outbound and flexible (or mixed-mode) doors and represented by the
sets DI , DO, and DF , respectively. If no truck is assigned to a flexible door k ∈ DF at
a certain time period, it can be assigned to process either inbound or outbound trucks.
For simplicity, we denote all dock doors that can be assigned to unload inbound
trucks as DIF = DI ∪ DF and all doors that can be used to load outbound trucks as
DOF = DO ∪ DF .
The time of arrival at the yard for truck i ∈ {I,O} is denoted by ri ∈ T (also called
the ready time), whereas the departure time of truck i needs to be scheduled before
or at due time di ∈ T . Each inbound truck i ∈ I has to be processed within the
time window [ri; di], whereas each outbound truck j ∈ O can leave the cross-dock
terminal with a delay at a penalty cost γ for each time period that the truck is delayed.
These costs for untimely deliveries include additional labor costs for the truck driver,
longer usage of the truck, penalties for violating delivery time windows enforced by
city authorities (Quak & de Koster, 2007), and additional costs by the customer to
unload the truck upon arrival at the customer’s location (Quak & de Koster, 2009).
To account for any uncertainty in the arrival time, particularly for inbound trucks,
the cross-dock operator can incorporate additional slack time to ensure that inbound
trucks are available for processing at the beginning of the time window.
The cross-dock dispatcher has complete information about the contents of each inbound
truck. The products are stacked on unit loads (e.g., pallets, roll cages), where all
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products in the same receiving unit load are destined to a specific outbound truck (i.e.,
pre-distribution cross-docking). Each inbound truck carries one or more unit loads
for multiple outbound trucks. In particular, the number of unit loads arriving with
inbound truck i ∈ I that needs to be unloaded, transferred and loaded to outbound
truck j ∈ O is indicated as fij . It is assumed that sufficient personnel and equipment
is available to perform these operations. Other internal operations (such as sorting
and labeling) are not considered. The time required to unload all unit loads from
an inbound truck is assumed to be fixed and exactly equal to the length of one time
period. This is a common assumption when the transported freight is shipped in
standardized cargo containers and the number of unit loads per inbound truck does
not strongly differ (Boysen, 2010). Each inbound truck i ∈ I and outbound truck
j ∈ O has to remain at the dock door for a minimum of gi and hj time periods,
respectively. This is a generalization of the assumption made by Bodnar et al. (2017),
where an inbound truck is at a dock door for exactly one time period. By allowing
more flexibility, it gives the opportunity for inbound trucks to stay at a dock door
longer to facilitate direct dock-to-dock transfers instead of using the temporary storage
area. Furthermore, preemption of processing a truck is not allowed, i.e., a docked
truck does not release its assigned door until it is completely unloaded or loaded.
Unloaded goods are transferred from the inbound truck either directly to the appro-
priate dock door where they are loaded onto an outbound truck or to the temporary
storage area in the cross-dock terminal if the appropriate outbound truck is not yet
docked at the terminal. Additionally, the unit loads can also be left at the inbound
dock lane and moved to the outbound dock lanes at a later time period. When unit
loads are placed at an inbound dock lane for more than one time period, the dock lane
cannot be used by a different truck until the lane is cleared of the unit loads. This
strategy enables a reduced number of unit loads that are moved to the temporary
storage area, but it can lead to delays of outbound trucks. For retail cross-dock
facilities, this is a reasonable representation as unit loads can stay at the inbound
lanes for multiple time periods to facilitate direct dock-to-dock transfers.
We assume that the temporary storage area is sufficiently large and does not constrain
cross-dock operations. This is also observed in the field investigation by Ladier &
Alpan (2016). Furthermore, we have experienced that the cross-docking operations in
many unit-load cross-dock facilities in Europe and Asia are performed in warehouse
facilities that have significant space available for the temporary storage of items.
Temporary storage is also no limitation in the four cross-dock facilities included in our
case study (see Section 2.6.5). This form of storage is different from the floor-chain
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conveyor systems studied by Bartholdi III & Gue (2000) in less-than-truck load
terminals where each dock door is reserved for one destination for the whole day. As
a result, the space in front of a dock door can serve as a unique storage area for a
dock alone and modeling temporary storage becomes redundant. If the amount of
temporary storage would be constrained, we would have to consider the detailed use
of temporary storage (Vis & Roodbergen, 2008), and track the use of each storage
space individually. We do not include this level of granularity, as the amount of
temporary storage space is usually sufficient. In addition, the number of unit loads in
the problem would be too large to solve along with the scheduling and assignment
decisions for trucks. In this paper, the storage space is only intended for items that
cannot be directly transferred from an inbound truck to an outbound truck. This can
be a necessity to create feasible solutions since we consider a high utilization of the
dock doors. By penalizing the usage of the storage area in our objective function, our
solution approach reduces the utilization of the storage area. Therefore, it is sufficient
to model the intermediate storage in this basic manner.
The direct dock-to-dock transfer requires a travel distance mkp between dock door
k ∈ DIF where the inbound truck is processed and dock door p ∈ DOF where the
outbound truck is processed. The cost associated with this direct dock-to-dock transfer
is indicated by η per unit load per unit distance and consists of costs for personnel
and equipment (such as forklifts). However, if inbound truck i ∈ I departs or the
inbound dock lane is emptied before outbound truck j ∈ O is docked where fij > 0,
the unit loads destined for outbound truck j have to be temporarily stored until the
outbound truck is ready to be loaded. The cost of temporary storage for each unit
load is indicated by β and consists of the additional transfer to and from the storage
area as well as the costs incurred for double material handling. An overview of all
notations is included in Table 2.2.
Most studies that integrate the truck scheduling and dock-door assignment problem
have considered that the time needed to transfer goods from inbound to outbound
trucks is directly proportional to the distance between the dock doors to which the
trucks are assigned. Boysen et al. (2013) and Bodnar et al. (2017) both note that the
time required to process an inbound trailer is approximately 30 to 45 minutes. Within
such a time period, all transshipment operations can be performed in any cross-dock
facility, even between the furthest dock doors in a large facility. Consequently, it is
unnecessary to incorporate the actual transfer times in a cross-dock facility. Following
this previous literature, we also assume that any direct dock-to-dock transfer or
dock-to-storage transfer can be completed within one time period. Therefore, our
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Table 2.2: Overview of the notation for the cross-dock scheduling problem
notation description
I, O set of inbound and outbound trucks
DI , DO, DF set of inbound, outbound and mixed-mode doors
T set of time periods
ri, di arrival time and departure time of truck i
gi minimum processing time required by inbound truck i
hj minimum processing time required by outbound truck j
fij number of unit loads to be transferred from inbound truck i to
outbound truck j
mkp travel distance between dock doors k and p
η transfer and material handling cost per unit load per unit distance
associated with a direct dock-to-dock transfer
β transfer and material handling cost per unit load associated with
a transfer to and from the storage area
γ penalty cost per unit load per unit time that a truck is delayed
objective is to minimize a weighted combination of three cost components: the transfer
costs as function of internal travel distances between inbound and outbound doors,
the usage of the temporary storage area and the total tardiness of outbound trucks
with respect to their assigned due times. In the next section, we mathematically
formulate the cross-dock scheduling problem that we study in more detail.
2.4 Model Formulation
The aim of this section is to formulate the multi-door cross-dock scheduling problem
(that is, integrating the truck scheduling decisions and the dock-door assignment
decisions) as a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model in which temporary storage
and internal travel distances are minimized as well as the total tardiness with respect
to the departure times of outbound trucks.
According to the 3-field notation system introduced by Boysen & Fliedner (2010) to
classify operational cross-dock problems, our problem can be denoted as [EM |ri, di, pi






DC]. EM indicates that the cross-dock environment
has both exclusive and mixed-mode dock doors. ri, di, pi indicates truck dependent
arrival, departure, and processing times, respectively. tp = 0 denotes that the
transshipment (or transfer) time within the cross-dock facility is zero or, in other
words, all transshipments are possible within the same time period. The final field
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DC, which is the minimization of the
total tardiness, temporary storage, and total direct transfer distance costs.
∑
DC is
a new notation we introduce specific to our problem. This was not considered in the
nomenclature introduced by Boysen & Fliedner (2010). Note that p is used here in
relation to the nomenclature of Boysen & Fliedner (2010). In the model formulation
and the remainder of the paper, we use g and h to refer to the minimum processing
time for inbound and outbound trucks, respectively (as described in Section 2.3).
The following parameters are used for simplifying purposes:
T Ei set of time periods before truck i ∈ I∪O arrives at the yard, T Ei = {t | t ∈ T , t < ri}
T Li set of time periods after truck i ∈ I ∪ O is due to depart the terminal, T Li =
{t | t ∈ T , t > di}
T Ni set of time periods within the processing time window of truck i ∈ I ∪ O, T Ni =
{t | t ∈ T , ri ≤ t ≤ di}
δtj delay for outbound truck j ∈ O if departed at time period t ∈ T , δtj = max
{0, t− dj},
λij 1 if fij > 0, 0 otherwise
The following decision variables are used in our model formulation:
xtik 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I is assigned to door k ∈ DIF at time period t ∈ T , 0
otherwise
x̂tik 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I has finished unloading at door k ∈ DIF at the end of time
period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
ytjp 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O is assigned to door p ∈ DOF at time period t ∈ T , 0
otherwise
ŷtjp 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O has finished loading at door p ∈ DOF at the end of time
period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
utij number of unit loads to unload from inbound truck i ∈ I destined for outbound
truck j ∈ O after time period t ∈ T
ltij number of unit loads loaded onto outbound truck j ∈ O originating from inbound
truck i ∈ I after time period t ∈ T
stij 1 if unit loads destined for outbound truck j ∈ O are transferred from inbound
truck i ∈ I to the temporary storage area at time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
ŝtij number of unit loads at the temporary storage location at the end of time period
t ∈ T that have been received from inbound truck i ∈ I and are destined for
outbound truck j ∈ O
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ẑijkp 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I is completely unloaded at door k ∈ DIF and outbound
truck j ∈ O is completely processed at dock door p ∈ DOF for dock-to-dock transfer
of shipments between i and j, 0 otherwise
ztij 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I and outbound truck j ∈ O are both docked at
time period t ∈ T and j receives load from i, 0 otherwise
Atij number of unit loads that have been received from inbound truck i ∈ I
and are transferred from the temporary storage location to outbound
truck j ∈ O at time period t ∈ T
































xtik ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2.2)∑
p∈DOF
ytjp ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.3)∑
i∈I
xtik ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ DI , t ∈ T (2.4)∑
j∈O


















ŷtjp = 1 ∀j ∈ O (2.8)
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u0ij = fij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O (2.9)
l0ij = 0 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O (2.10)
ŝ0ij = 0 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O (2.11)
utij ≥ ut−1ij − (s
t
ijfij)− ztijfij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.12)
ltij ≤ lt−1ij +A
t




xtik ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.14)
ŝtij = ŝt−1ij + (s
t
ijfij)−Atij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.15)
xtik ≤ x̂tik + xt+1ik ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ DIF , t ∈ T (2.16)













































































≥ 2 ztij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.25)




ytjp ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.27)
ẑijkp ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, k ∈ DIF , p ∈ DOF (2.28)
xtik, x̂
t
ik ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ DIF , t ∈ T (2.29)
ytjp, ŷ
t
jp ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ O, p ∈ DOF , t ∈ T (2.30)
ztij , s
t







ij ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.32)
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The first term (2.1a) in the objective function represents the transportation costs
for shipments directly transferred from inbound to outbound trucks. The second
term (2.1b) represents the costs of unit loads that are temporarily stored before being
loaded onto the outbound truck. The third term (2.1c) represents the total tardiness
costs of outbound trucks.
Constraints (2.2) and (2.3) ensure that each truck can only be docked at a dock door
that is capable of processing the load at any time period. Constraints (2.4) to (2.6)
ensure that the same dock door cannot be assigned to more than one truck at the
same time period. Constraints (2.7) ensure that all inbound trucks are completely
processed within their time window. All outbound trucks are completely processed
between their arrival time period and the end of the planning horizon as per constraints
(2.8). Constraints (2.9) specify the number of unit loads in each inbound truck at the
beginning of the planning horizon. Each outbound truck and the temporary storage
area is defined as empty at the beginning of the planning horizon by constraints (2.10)
and (2.11), respectively.
Constraints (2.12) regulate the decrease in the number of unit loads that are left to be
unloaded. Similarly, constraints (2.13) regulate the possible increment in the number
of unit loads that are loaded onto each outbound truck at the end of each time period.
Constraints (2.14) ensure that unit loads cannot be moved to the temporary storage
area from an inbound truck unless the inbound truck is docked at a door. Constraints
(2.15) are balancing equations that count the number of unit loads available in the
temporary storage area.
Constraints (2.16) together with constraints (2.7) prevent preemption and they connect
x̂tik with xtik. Similarly, each outbound truck cannot preempt according to constraints
(2.17) in combination with constraints (2.8) and they also relate ŷtjp to ytjp. Constraints
(2.18) and (2.19) force all inbound and outbound trucks to be completely unloaded and
loaded, respectively, before their processing is completed in the previous constraints.
Constraints (2.20) mandate that each inbound truck is not docked at the cross-dock
terminal before its arrival or after its due time. Similarly, constraints (2.21) require
that each outbound truck can only be docked after its arrival to the yard. Constraints
(2.22) and (2.23) mandate that each inbound and outbound truck, respectively, has
to remain at the dock door for at least a specified number of time periods once it is
docked.
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Constraints (2.24) regulate variable ẑijkp, where it attains the value one when both
inbound truck i ∈ I and outbound truck j ∈ O are docked at door k ∈ DIF and
p ∈ DOF , respectively, for a direct dock-to-dock transfer. For the variable ztij ,
constraints (2.25) govern direct transfers of products between inbound and outbound
trucks. Constraints (2.26) and (2.27) assign an appropriate value to Atij . Specifically,
constraints (2.27) do not allow unit loads to be moved from the temporary storage
area unless the corresponding outbound truck is docked. Finally, constraints (2.28)
to (2.32) specify the domain of each decision variable.
The following valid equalities are included into the model formulation to assist







stij = 1 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, fij > 0 (2.33)
Each transfer between inbound and outbound doors has to happen either through a
direct dock-to-dock transfer, which is indicated by ẑijkp, or by routing the transfer
through the temporary storage area, which is represented by stij . Equation (2.33)
exploits this information to define higher lower bounds on the objective value of
fractional solutions and to help converge to the optimal solution more quickly.





DT ] is strongly NP-hard.











Sp] which is NP hard in the strong sense (Bodnar et al., 2017).
2.5 Integrated Solution Approach
To solve the model formulated in Section 2.4, we propose to use adaptive large
neighbourhood search (ALNS). In particular, we adapt the ALNS algorithm proposed
by Bodnar et al. (2017) to include dock-door assignment decisions besides truck
scheduling decisions. In this section, we only highlight the differences between our
cross-dock scheduling ALNS algorithm and the truck scheduling ALNS algorithm
of Bodnar et al. (2017), whereas all details of our integrated ALNS algorithm are
described in Section 2.8.3.
The integrated cross-dock scheduling ALNS algorithm follows a decomposition ap-
proach where decisions pertaining to inbound trucks are changed by neighbourhood
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operators and the outbound decisions are made by solving a reduced problem to
optimality (with the inbound decisions given as input parameters). Other decompo-
sition approaches can be found in the literature, such as first-schedule-then-assign
and first-assign-then-schedule (Boysen et al., 2013; Hermel et al., 2016). Furthermore,
our decomposition approach is used in each iteration of our ALNS algorithm, rather
than solving each decomposition step only once. The architecture of the cross-dock
scheduling ALNS algorithm is presented in Figure 2.1. First, a set of initial feasible
solutions is generated using constructive heuristics. The best solution is then used
by the ALNS algorithm for modification and re-optimization. The scheduling and
assignment decisions of inbound trucks are modified by neighbourhood operators,
which are dynamically selected based on their individual performance to modify the
scheduling and assignment decisions for the inbound trucks. Once the reduced problem
finds the optimal scheduling and assignment decisions for the outbound trucks in the
second step of the decomposition, the new solution is accepted using criteria from
simulated annealing. This process is repeated until a stopping criterion is met, which
terminates the algorithm and reports the best solution that is found.
The key difference between our cross-dock scheduling ALNS algorithm and the truck
scheduling ALNS algorithm proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017) is that our ALNS
algorithm simultaneously considers scheduling and assignment decisions rather than
just scheduling decisions. As a result, our ALNS algorithm requires an extended
solution representation and a new approach to generate initial solutions, as well as
additional neighbourhood operators and an extended reduced problem formulation.
In this section, we discuss the new solution representation and present an overview of
the new neighbourhood operators. More details on each of the new aspects of the
ALNS algorithm are presented in Section 2.8.3.
2.5.1 Representation of solution
As indicated above, the search algorithm will modify the decisions related to all
inbound operations as part of the first step in the decomposition. Consequently, these
decisions are represented as a matrix with the dimensions |T | × |DIF |. Each row of
the matrix represents a dock door and each column represents a time period, where
each individual element in the matrix indicates either the identification number of
the inbound truck scheduled at that particular dock door at that time period or 0
if nothing is scheduled. An example of the solution representation is provided in
Table 2.3. At dock door 1, inbound truck 1 is docked at the first two time periods. No




















Report best found solution
Yes
No
Figure 2.1: The architecture of the cross-dock scheduling ALNS algorithm
truck is assigned to door 1 in the third time period, and inbound truck 5 is assigned
in the last three time periods.
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Table 2.3: Example of the new solution representation
1 2 3 · · · |T | − 2 |T | − 1 |T |
1 1 1 0 · · · 5 5 5









|DIF | − 1 23 23 23 · · · 2 2 2
|DIF | 55 55 56 · · · 0 0 0
* 0 - no truck is assigned to the dock door
2.5.2 Neighbourhood operators
Removal and insertion neighbourhood operators are used, respectively, to destroy
and to repair any scheduling and assignment decisions for the inbound operations in
the solution representation introduced in the previous subsection. Table 2.4 gives an
overview of all operators that are used by the cross-dock scheduling ALNS algorithm.
It becomes clear that each operator is either a combination of a removal and insertion
operator or the operator performs both tasks by itself. Furthermore, the last column
in this table indicates whether the operator is designed to improve scheduling decisions
(S), assignment decisions (A) or both types of decisions (S&A). The new operators
are indicated in bold. Each of the neighbourhood operators is discussed in more detail
in Section 2.8.3 and their performance is summarized in Section 2.8.4. From these
results we conclude that the operators specifically designed to solve the integrated
cross-dock scheduling problem improve the solution the most.
2.6 Results
In this section, the performance of the integrated cross-dock scheduling problem and
the proposed solution approach are studied through numerical experiments, where
the sequential approach (i.e., first-schedule-then-assign) is used as benchmark. In
Section 2.8.2, we develop the MIP formulations for the truck scheduling and dock-door
assignment problems in the sequential approach. We consider instances with 5, 10 or
20 dock doors. For most of the small instances with only five doors, we can find the
optimal solution to both the cross-dock scheduling problem formulated in Section 2.4
as well as the truck scheduling and dock-door assignment problem of the sequential
approach formulated in Section 2.8.2. For the instances with ten dock doors, we cannot
find an optimal solution anymore for the integrated cross-dock scheduling problem
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Table 2.4: The combinations of neighborhood operators used in the cross-dock
scheduling ALNS algorithm. Operators indicated in bold are new operators. Each
operator is designed to improve either scheduling decisions (S), assignment decisions
(A) or both types of decisions (S&A).
Operator Description Focus
rRd & iBck random removal and backward insertion S
rRd & iFwd random removal and forward insertion S
rRd & iSwap time and space positions of two trucks are randomly exchanged S&A
rRd & iUp random removal and insertion to adjacent dock door in one direction A
rRd & iDown random removal and insertion to adjacent dock door in different direction A
rMx & iBck random removal from the maxtime and backward insertion S
rMx & iFwd random removal from the maxtime and forward insertion S
rCr & iBck removal based on critical ratio and backward insertion S
rCr & iFwd removal based on critical ratio and forward insertion S
rCr & iSwap time and space positions of two trucks are exchanged based on the critical ratio S&A
rSy & iBck removal based on synchronization ratio and backward insertion S
rSy & iFwd removal based on synchronization ratio and forward insertion S
rSy & iSwap two trucks are exchanged based on the synchronization ratio S&A
rI20 inbound truck processing is postponed to facilitate direct transfer S
riextBck inbound truck processing is extended backward to facilitate direct transfer S
riextFwd inbound truck processing is extended forward to facilitate direct transfer S
rD2D complete swap of the processing plans at two dock doors A
and we resort to the ALNS algorithm to find good solutions. The sequential approach
can still find optimal solutions for most instances when the utilization of the dock
doors is rather low. However, when the utilization increases we only find solutions to
both problems in the sequential approach with the use of metaheuristics proposed in
the literature. The truck scheduling problem is then solved with the ALNS algorithm
proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017), whereas the dock-door assignment problem is solved
with the tabu search (TS) algorithm proposed by Miao et al. (2009). We use these two
metaheuristics since they are the only available techniques in the literature for cross-
dock terminals with similar characteristics as studied in our paper, which includes
the use of mixed-mode dock doors. However, as mentioned before and illustrated in
Section 2.8.1, the problem formulation by Bodnar et al. (2017) can result in schedules
for which no feasible dock-door assignment exists without preemption. If this happens,
we delay these shipments to the earliest timing such that a feasible solution can be
created when assigning dock doors to the scheduled trucks. Furthermore, we note that
the TS algorithm by Miao et al. (2009) is originally designed for a cross-dock terminal
where all dock doors operate in a mixed service mode. Consequently, we have to
make the following adjustments: inbound and outbound trucks are only assigned to
the appropriate dock doors (i.e., to a door in DIF and DOF , respectively), and the
assignment of trucks to dock doors is only swapped between trucks of the same type
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(either inbound or outbound). The performance of these metaheuristics is compared
to our ALNS algorithm in Section 2.6.3.
All experiments are conducted on a single thread of a i7-3520M, 2.9 GHz computer
with 8 GB RAM. The ALNS algorithm is implemented in Python while the reduced
problem is solved with Gurobi 6.5.1 (Optimization, 2016). The termination criterion
for the ALNS algorithm is set to 5,000 iterations (the same as Bodnar et al. (2017)).
See Section 2.8.3 for details on the parameter settings for the ALNS algorithm.
This section is structured as follows. First, we describe the procedure to generate
our instances. Second, we compare the optimal solutions of the integrated approach
against those of the sequential approach for small instances. Third, we present the
performance of the integrated ALNS algorithm against a sequential approach for
medium and large-sized instances where we vary the utilization of the dock doors.
Fourth, we analyze several strategies to position mixed-mode dock doors. The section
concludes reporting the results of our case study where the integrated solutions are
compared against the sequential solutions for each of the four cross-dock terminals of
the retailer under study.
2.6.1 Generation of instances
The instances included in our testbed are similar to those studied by Bodnar et al.
(2017). We consider cross-dock terminals with 5, 10 or 20 dock doors where 30, 60,
90, 120 or 150 trucks need to be scheduled and assigned. The average number of
outbound trucks supplied by each inbound truck is either 4 or 6. This determines the
utilization of the dock doors, measured by Bodnar et al. (2017) as
utilization(%) = |I|+ |O|
|D| × |T |
× 100%.
We use the same definition in our paper. Furthermore, the arrival and departure time
windows are uniformly distributed over the planning horizon and have a length of 2
or 3 time periods. See Bodnar et al. (2017) for more details.
Since we extend the model formulation of Bodnar et al. (2017) with dock-door
assignment decisions, we also have to specify travel distances between dock doors
and indicate which of the doors operate in an exclusive or mixed service mode. For
our comprehensive experiments we consider a U-shaped cross-dock terminal with
dock doors on the outersides since this is the most common shape among unit-load
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cross-dock operations with temporary storage. Note that other shapes can be used as
well. For instance, the layout of an I-shaped cross-dock facility is specified by two
sequences of service modes (one for each side of the I shape). To illustrate that our
integrated solution approach is also applicable to cross-dock terminals with another
shape, we apply our methodology to an I-shaped cross-dock facility in Section 2.8.6.
However, our main analysis in this section is restricted to U-shaped facilities only.
Investigating all shapes in detail is merely a numerical exercise and beyond the scope
of this paper.
The layout of a U-shaped cross-dock terminal is specified by a single sequence of
service modes corresponding to the service modes for each of the dock doors. The
proportion of mixed-mode dock doors ranges from 0% to 60% of the total number of
dock doors (in multiples of 20%). Results by Berghman et al. (2015) and Bodnar et al.
(2017) indicate that adding more flexible doors beyond the 60% has a negligible impact.
We consider three configurations for the positioning of the inbound, outbound, and
flexible dock doors. In each configuration the inbound dock doors are located in the
centre with the outbound dock doors on either side (consistent with the observation
of Bartholdi III & Gue (2000) and our case study in Section 2.6.5). The flexible
dock doors are placed either in the center of the inbound doors, in the center of the
outbound doors or at the outer limits of the cross-dock terminal. These strategies are
referred to as the center, half-center and outer strategies, respectively. Each of the
layout configurations is illustrated in Table 2.5.
Lastly, we need to specify the objective function coefficients. To express the travel
distance in meters, we set the dock-to-dock transfer cost η equal to one and let the
distance between two dock doors k, p ∈ D equal mkp = 3.6|k − p|, since the travel
distance between two adjacent dock doors in each layout configuration is 3.6 meters
(which is equivalent to the length of 3 unit loads or pallets). The temporary storage
cost β is set to twice the average dock-to-dock travel distance between all dock doors
and approximates the travel distance of a unit load transferred between two randomly
selected doors via the temporary storage area. In particular,
β = 2 · 3.6 ·
|D|−1∑
i=1
i(i+ 1)/ (|D| · (|D| − 1)) .
The delay cost γ is set to 2β or 10β, which is the same as in Bodnar et al. (2017).
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2.6.2 Intergated versus sequential solutions, small instances
For each instance, we report the relative performance of the integrated solution
approach compared to a benchmark as well as the value of the objective function
for the benchmark solution. The relative performance is calculated as ∆(%) =
((zA(x)− zB(x)) /zB(x)) ·100%, where zA(x) and zB(x) denote the objective function
values corresponding to the solutions generated by solution technique A and B,
respectively, where B is our benchmark. Note that a positive (negative) value for
∆(%) indicates that technique A results in an inferior (superior) solution compared
to the benchmark solution (which is given by technique B).
For the smallest instances, where |D| = 5, the benchmark solution is the best solution
found by solving the MIP formulations of the scheduling and assignment problem
in the sequential approach as defined in Section 2.8.2. We terminate the solution
procedure for each problem if no optimal solution is found within 1,800 seconds, which
is similar to Bodnar et al. (2017) (i.e., the solution procedure takes at most 3,600
seconds). The corresponding objective function value is reported as Seq. obj. We
compare the performance of the best solution found by solving the MIP formulation
of the cross-dock scheduling problem as defined in Section 2.4 and the performance of
the solution found by our ALNS algorithm against the best solution found with the
sequential approach. This is indicated by Int. ∆(%) and ALNS ∆(%), respectively.
If the optimal solution for the integrated cross-dock scheduling problem is not found
within 3,600 seconds, we terminate the solver and report the best found solution. The
results are presented in Table 2.6. When Gurobi is able to find the optimal solution
to the MIP formulations, the performance is reported in bold. The results show that
the optimal solution for the sequential approach is found in 56 out of 80 instances.
In contrast, the integrated approach finds the optimal solution in only 24 instances.
However, the best solution to the integrated MIP formulation is for most instances
superior to the best solution in the sequential approach, but there are also a number
of instances (when there are more mixed-mode dock doors) where the integrated
approach cannot find a good solution within 3,600 seconds. The results show that
our ALNS algorithm is a good alternative solution approach to solve the integrated
cross-dock scheduling problem with an average improvement of 2.12% compared to
the best solution in the sequential approach.
The interesting result from Table 2.6 is that the optimal solutions for the sequential
approach cannot guarantee that the operational costs of a cross-dock terminal decrease
when (more) mixed-mode dock doors are included. This contradicts the results from
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Berghman et al. (2015) and Bodnar et al. (2017) when only scheduling decisions
are considered. Figure 2.2 illustrates the objective function values for the instances
with on average 4 outbound trucks per inbound truck and the length of the arrival
and departure time window equals 2 periods. In both Figure 2.2a (low delay cost)
and Figure 2.2b (high delay cost), the optimal solutions in the sequential approach
for the instances with 60% mixed-mode dock doors (i.e., layout M8, M9 and M10 )
are worse than the optimal solutions in the sequential approach for the instances
with 40% mixed-mode dock doors (i.e., layout M5, M6 and M7 ). In particular, the
optimal solutions found with the sequential approach for layout M8 are worse than
the solutions for any other layout configuration (even compared to layout M1 with
no mixed-mode dock doors). The reason is that the sequential approach has no
mechanism to consider the potential impact of a schedule on the assignment decisions
in the second stage. As a result, the myopic scheduling decisions in the first stage
substantially increase the total travel distance when the trucks are assigned to dock
doors. In contrast, when the integrated approach is used to solve the cross-dock
scheduling problem, we can claim that it is always beneficial to use more mixed-mode
dock doors (consider Figure 2.2b where all solutions in the integrated approach are
optimal). These results illustrate the value of our integrated approach over any
sequential method.


















(a) γ = 2β



















(b) γ = 10β
Figure 2.2: The objective function values of the best solutions for the MIP formu-
lations in the sequential and integrated approach as well as the solution with our
ALNS algorithm for instances with 5 dock doors, 30 trucks, di − ri = 2 and on
average 4 outbound trucks per inbound truck
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2.6.3 Performance of ALNS algorithm for integrated problem
For instances with more than five dock doors, we cannot solve the MIP formulation
of the integrated cross-dock scheduling problem within 3,600 seconds. Therefore, we
compare the performance of solutions found with our integrated ALNS algorithm
against solutions of the sequential approach. We first present the results for instances
where the dock-door utilization is low followed by instances where the dock-door
utilization is high.
Low dock-door utilization
For the instances where |D| = 10, the benchmark solution is the best solution found
for the MIP formulations in the sequential approach (similar to Section 2.6.2). Besides
the relative performance of the solution found with our ALNS algorithm (denoted by
ALNS ∆(%)), we also report the relative performance of the solutions when existing
metaheuristics from the literature are used to solve the problems in the sequential
approach (denoted by Seq MH ∆(%)). For the instances where |D| = 20, we cannot
find good solutions for the MIP formulations in the sequential approach within a
reasonable time. Consequently, the solution resulting from the existing metaheuristics
becomes the benchmark solution, and the relative performance of our integrated
ALNS algorithm against this benchmark solution is still denoted as ALNS ∆(%).
The results are presented in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8 for instances with 10 dock doors
and 30 and 60 trucks, respectively. Table 2.9 and Table 2.10 presents results for the
instances 20 dock doors and 60 and 120 trucks, respectively.
From the results in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, it becomes clear that our ALNS algorithm
finds solutions that outperform even the optimal solution to the MIP formulations
in the sequential approach for most instances, with an average improvement of 4%.
The integrated ALNS algorithm performs even better when the cost of delays is low
(γ = 2β) rather than high (γ = 10β), with average improvements of 6.5% and 1.5%,
respectively (ANOVA p < 0.001). This is to be expected as it is more cost effective
to avoid delays when γ is higher. The first stage of the sequential approach (i.e.,
solving the scheduling problem) will exactly do this. The integrated approach will
do something similar and also ends up favoring scheduling decisions, such that the
benefits of simultaneously considering assignment decisions can be less substantial.
Furthermore, as the utilization of the dock doors is rather low in these instances
(18.75% and 37.5%), there is flexibility to find good dock-door assignment decisions in
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the sequential approach. Nevertheless, the solutions of our integrated ALNS algorithm
are considerably better than the best solutions in the sequential approach.
The results in both tables indicate that solutions found with the existing metaheuristics
in the sequential approach perform notably inferior. In Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, these
solutions are on average 24.1% worse than the best solutions for the MIP formulations
in the sequential approach, with a maximum optimality gap of 78.2%. Especially
when there are mixed-mode dock doors, the metaheuristics in the sequential approach
perform poorly. Furthermore, the average cost increase changes from 18% to 30.3%
when the dock-door utilization increases from 18.75% to 37.5% (the difference is
statistically significant, ANOVA p < 0.001). The metaheuristics in the sequential
approach are also not performing well for the instances in Table 2.9 and Table 2.10,
where the average improvement by using our ALNS algorithm to solve the cross-dock
scheduling problem compared to the metaheuristics in the sequential approach results
in a reduction of 24% for the objective function value. Similar to Table 2.7 and
Table 2.8, the relative performance is even better when there are mixed-mode dock
doors (the average improvement is then 26.4%)2.
As discussed in Section 2.8.1, the problem formulation by Bodnar et al. (2017) only
includes the number of trucks scheduled at dock doors in a certain service mode.
This can result in a truck that needs to be assigned to a flexible door in one time
period and to a dedicated door in another time period in order to find a feasible
dock-door assignment. Since this type of preemption is not allowed in our problem
formulation, we revised the problem formulation in Section 2.8.2 such that the truck
scheduling problem generates schedules for which a feasible dock-door assignment can
always be found with the sequential approach. Interestingly, our integrated ALNS
algorithm finds solutions that are consistently superior compared to the solutions from
the optimal MIP solutions in the sequential approach (as indicated in Table 2.7 and
Table 2.8). For the instances in Table 2.9 and Table 2.10, the sequential approach can
only use the metaheuristics to find a solution within a reasonable computational time.
However, the schedule resulting from the ALNS algorithm of Bodnar et al. (2017) has
to be adjusted (i.e., we delay activities) if no feasible assignment is possible. This is
the main reason why the metaheuristics from the literature do not perform well in
the sequential approach (in both tables). But even without this issue, our integrated
ALNS algorithm finds significantly superior solutions compared to the solutions with
2To calculate the performance of our ALNS algorithm relative to the metaheuristics in the sequential
approach in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, we consider (ALNS ∆(%) - Seq. MH ∆(%)) · 100 / (100 +
Seq. MH ∆(%)).
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the metaheuristics in the integrated approach. Just consider the results for layout
M21, since these instances do not have any mixed-mode dock doors (and therefore
do not suffer from the preemption issue). The results show that our integrated ALNS
approach finds solutions that are on average 6.5% better than the metaheuristics
solutions in the sequential approach.
High dock-door utilization
With 10 dock doors, when we increase the number of trucks to be processed at the
cross-dock terminal within the same planning horizon to 90, 120 and 150 trucks,
the dock-door utilization rate increases to 56.25%, 75% and 93.75%, respectively.
The results for these instances are presented in Table 2.11, Table 2.12 and Table 2.13 .
Similar to Table 2.9 and Table 2.10, the MIP formulations of the problem cannot be
solved in either the sequential or the integrated approach. Therefore, the performance
of the solutions from the integrated ALNS algorithm are compared to the solutions
from the metaheuristics in the sequential approach. The results of ALNS ∆(%) in
Table 2.11, Table 2.12 and Table 2.13 are similar to the relative performance of the
ALNS algorithm in Table 2.7, Table 2.8, Table 2.9 and Table 2.10. This illustrates
the consistent superior performance of our integrated ALNS algorithm compared to
the metaheuristics in the sequential approach. The only difference is when all dock
doors operate in the exclusive service mode: the cost improvements are smaller in the
integrated approach. Without mixed-mode dock doors, the integrated solutions are
superior by 1.9% compared to 25% with mixed-mode dock doors.
Computational Effort
In Table 2.9, Table 2.10, Table 2.11, Table 2.12 and Table 2.13, we also report the
computational effort to find a solution for the cross-dock scheduling problem with the
metaheuristics in the sequential approach and the ALNS algorithm in the integrated
approach. It becomes apparent that the ALNS algorithm requires significantly
more CPU time. Although the computation times of the metaheuristics in the
sequential approach are more favourable, the solution quality is significantly inferior.
An alternative to improve the solution quality in the sequential approach (without
adopting the integrated approach) is to generate multiple sequential solutions and
choose the best one. However, such a strategy would make the computation times
go up and it cannot guarantee an improved solution quality. Therefore, we propose
our ALNS algorithm to solve the integrated cross-dock scheduling problem. One
can reduce the number of iterations of the ALNS algorithm to find a solution faster.
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algorithm over the number of iterations. For consistency, all numerical results in this
section were generated with 5,000 iterations.
Lastly, we also performed numerical experiments for instances with non-unit processing
times (i.e., hj = 4 for each outbound truck j, similar to Bodnar et al. (2017)). The
results are presented in Section 2.8.4. Similar observations can be found as reported
in this section: solutions from the integrated approach are more superior when the
delay cost γ is low and when the utilization rate is high.
2.6.4 Proportion and position of mixed-mode dock doors
All numerical results in Table 2.6 until Table 2.13 report the performance when we
vary the proportion of mixed-mode dock doors (i.e., 0% until 60% in steps of 20%)
as well as the position of the mixed-mode dock doors (i.e., center, half-center and
outer configuration strategies) indicated by the configuration layout. The results
show that the number of mixed-mode dock doors and their position have a significant
impact on the operational performance. Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.3b summarize the
results for the integrated ALNS algorithm over the instances with 10 dock doors
(i.e., Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, Table 2.11, Table 2.12 and Table 2.13) and 20 dock doors
(i.e., Table 2.9 and Table 2.10), respectively. The performance of the solution for the
configuration without any mixed-mode dock doors (M11 and M21, respectively) is
used as benchmark, and the average relative performance for each configuration and
dock-door utilization is reported. A value close to one indicates that the operational
costs are similar to the layout without any mixed-mode dock doors. It becomes clear
that the total operational costs decrease when more mixed-mode dock doors are
included in the configuration. Figure 2.4 illustrates this by taking an average over
the instances with 20%, 40% and 60% mixed-mode dock doors (i.e., average over
M12-M14, M15-M17, M18-M20 in Figure 2.4a). This corresponds to an average cost
reduction of 5.35%, 8.03% and 9.66%, respectively, compared to the total operational
costs when no mixed-mode dock doors are used. The diminishing marginal returns in
the proportion of mixed-mode dock doors is consistent with previous observations in
the literature.
From our numerical results in the tables and Figure 2.3 we observe that not only the
proportion of the mixed-mode dock doors has a significant impact on the operational
performance of a cross-dock terminal, but also the position of these doors. To






































(b) 20 dock doors
Figure 2.3: The average total operational costs for each configuration layout (i.e.,
proportion and position of mixed-mode dock doors) relative to the configuration
without any mixed-mode dock doors




















(a) 10 dock doors

















(b) 20 dock doors
Figure 2.4: The average total operational costs for each proportion of mixed-mode
dock doors relative to the configuration without any mixed-mode dock doors
instances with the same configuration strategy regarding the position where mixed-
mode dock doors are located, i.e., center, half-center and outer strategy (corresponding
to the average over M12-M15-M18, M13-M16-M19, M14-M17-M20, respectively). The
results are presented in Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b for the instances with 10 and 20
dock doors, respectively. The average cost reduction for each strategy is 8.4%, 7.6%
and 7.1%, respectively. The pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni corrections (Benjamini
& Yekutieli, 2001) and the Games-Howell post-hoc test (Field, 2013) both indicate
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that differences in some strategies are statistically significant3. The strategy without
any mixed-mode dock doors performs the worst (p <0.001) for all comparisons. The
statistical significance among the three strategies for the position of the mixed-mode
dock doors depends on the dock-door utilization rate. First, we discuss the results for
the instances with a low dock-door utilization (less than 50%): the center strategy
outperforms the outer strategy (p <0.02), whereas the differences between the half-
center and outer strategy, and the half-center and center strategy are not statically
significant at a 0.05 significance level. However, for the instances with a high dock-
door utilization, the differences in strategies are not statistically significant. For the
instances with a low dock-door utilization, the total costs are dominated by assignment
decisions, which is largely affected by the position of the mixed-mode dock doors.
However, for the instances with a high dock-door utilization, the costs associated with
the scheduling decisions (i.e., the temporary storage and delay costs) are substantially
larger. Therefore, the overall objective function is less affected by the position of the
mixed-mode dock doors compared to the proportion of these dock doors. Overall, the
results indicate that the center strategy is a good layout design strategy to position
the mixed-mode dock doors for unit-load cross-dock terminals where the dock-door
utilization is either low or high.



















(a) 10 dock doors
















(b) 20 dock doors
Figure 2.5: The average total operational costs for each position of the mixed-mode
dock doors relative to the configuration without any mixed-mode dock doors
3The Games-Howell test is used as the post-hoc test because Levene’s test (Levene et al., 1960) for
homogeneity of variance is statistically significant.
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2.6.5 Case study
In this subsection, we apply the solution approaches to the cross-dock scheduling
problem in a case study at the largest supermarket chain in the Netherlands. The
retailer operates four cross-dock facilities where unit loads from suppliers and national
distribution centers are consolidated before they are delivered to retail stores. Each
cross-dock terminal has a U-shape and contains 29 to 35 dock doors. The inbound
doors are positioned at the center of the terminal and the outbound doors are on either
side of the inbound doors (as described in Section 2.6.1). At the beginning of this
study, there were no mixed-mode dock doors. Based on the results in Section 2.6.4, we
study four layout configurations at each cross-dock terminal: 0%, 20%, 40% and 60%
mixed-mode dock doors, where the center strategy is used to position these doors.
Each cross-dock facility processes 187 to 256 trucks on a daily basis. The composition
of each inbound and outbound truck is determined in advance (i.e., pre-distribution
cross-docking). Each inbound truck carries unit loads for five to seven outbound
trucks. All inbound trucks carry an equal number of unit loads and require similar
processing times of approximately 30 minutes to unload and transfer their goods.
Therefore, time periods have a length of 30 minutes. Unit loads are either directly
transferred from the inbound staging lane onto the appropriate assigned outbound
dock door (or even directly in the waiting truck), or stored temporarily until the
outbound truck is docked at the terminal. The delivery time windows at the retail
stores govern the due times of the outbound trucks at the cross-dock terminal, and
they also pre-determine the route of each outbound truck.
To compare the performance of solutions generated by our integrated ALNS algorithm
to the solutions of the metaheuristics in the sequential approach, we use the exact same
data set as used by Bodnar et al. (2017) in their case study. The data set represents
the usual dock-door utilization patterns as observed throughout the day. Figure 2.6a
and Figure 2.6b show the actual utilization rate of the inbound and outbound dock
doors, respectively, for each 30 minute time period. Please see Section 2.8.5 for a
description of the current method used by the retailer to make truck scheduling and
dock-door assignment decisions.
To determine the objective function coefficients, we use the following information to
calculate the labor costs associated with the cross-dock operations. Each cross-dock
terminal operates six days a week throughout the year. Each employee (driving either
a pallet truck or an inbound/outbound truck) costs e35,000 per year, and (s)he
works at 80% productivity for eight hours a day, five days a week and 48 weeks a
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Figure 2.6: Utilization rate of inbound and outbound dock-doors over a typical peak
day of retailer’s cross-dock
year. We assume that the internal transportation within the cross-dock terminal
has a speed of two meters per second. Double handling of unit loads in batches of
five requires two minutes for pick-up and drop-off operations. The travel distance
between a dock door and the temporary storage area is approximated to be twice
the average dock-to-dock travel distance, since the temporary storage area is at a
substantial distance from the dock-door area in the cross-dock terminal. The cost
of a direct dock-to-dock transfer (i.e., η) equals 0.003 Euro per meter4. The cost for
each unit sent to the temporary storage area depends on the number of dock doors,
and is therefore different among the cross-dock facilities: βeast = 0.380, βwest = 0.425,
βnorth = 0.395, βsouth = 0.4185. The cost per time period that an outbound truck is
delayed is the same for all cross-dock facilities and equals γ = 11.3936.
To generate a solution with our integrated ALNS algorithm in a timely manner, we
use either 5,000 iterations or 4 hours of computation time (whichever comes first). In
Section 2.8.5, we show that more than 99% of the solution improvement compared
to the initial solution occurs within the first 1,500 iterations, which is within the 4
hour runtime limit. The results of the case study are presented in Table 2.14, where
4Each employee costs e35,000/(8× 5× 48× 3, 600× 0.8) = 0.00633 Euro/sec. and they travel two
meters per second.
5For example, consider the East facility. It has 29 dock doors, which corresponds to an average
travel distance of 10 doors. Since dock doors are 3.6 meters apart and the travel speed is 2
meters per second, it takes 18 seconds to transfer the products either to or from the storage
area. Furthermore, the double handling takes an extra 24 seconds per unit. In total, it takes 60
seconds to move one unit from the inbound door to the outbound door through the storage area.
This corresponds to a cost of e0.38 for this facility.
6The length of a period is 30 minutes and the labor cost for it is 0.00633 Euro/sec.
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we report the values corresponding to each of the three components of the objective
function for the solutions found with the metaheuristics in the sequential approach and
our ALNS algorithm in the integrated approach. A comparison of the total operational
costs is provided in Figure 2.7, where the solution found by the metaheuristics in the
sequential approach for the instance without any mixed-mode dock doors is used as
benchmark solution.
The solutions generated by our integrated ALNS algorithm consistently outperform
those of the metaheuristics in the sequential approach. Furthermore, we notice that
the cross-dock facilities can improve their operations when the retailer allows for
more dock doors to operate in mixed mode, but only when the cross-dock scheduling
problem is solved with our ALNS algorithm. Similar to our findings in Section 2.6.3,
the metaheuristics in the sequential approach can find solutions that are worse when
the proportion of mixed-mode dock doors increases. In particular, the solutions for the
East and South cross-dock facility with, respectively, 40% and 60% mixed-mode dock
doors, result in higher total operational costs than when less mixed-mode dock doors
are included in the layout configuration. As we can see in Table 2.14, the total travel
distance for dock-to-dock transfers or the number of unit loads that are temporarily
stored increases for these instances. In contrast, the integrated ALNS algorithm
finds solutions that consistently improve with the inclusion of more mixed-mode dock
doors. However, the marginal benefit decreases, where the average cost savings for
including 20%, 40% and 60% mixed-mode dock doors equals 46%, 61% and 66%,
respectively. Therefore, we recommend the retailer to adopt at least 40% mixed-mode
dock doors, and to locate them according to the center strategy where the integrated
ALNS algorithm is used to make the truck scheduling and dock-door assignment
decisions. This work has been further validated by a retailer who currently uses a
decision support tool based on the methodology developed in this paper. The decision
support tool is used to construct schedules for trucks and make tactical decisions on
the layout of the cross-dock facility. The solutions have been implemented on multiple
cross-docks locations operated by the retailer.
2.7 Conclusion
This paper studies scheduling and dock-door assignment decisions for inbound and
outbound trucks at unit-load cross-dock terminals where dock doors can operate in a
mixed service mode. In the literature, both problems are usually studied independently,
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(a) Cross-dock facility East
















(b) Cross-dock facility West














(c) Cross-dock facility North
















(d) Cross-dock facility South
Figure 2.7: The relative performance of the metaheuristics in the sequential approach
and our ALNS algorithm in the integrated approach for each of the cross-dock
facilities in our case study
and it is proposed to combine them in a sequential manner such as a first-schedule-
then-assign decomposition approach. We illustrate that an integrated approach where
both types of decisions are considered simultaneously can result in substantially more
efficient cross-dock operations. In particular, we show that the heuristic procedure
to find a solution to the scheduling problem proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017) can
result in infeasible solutions, which results in poor assignment decisions. There is
no trivial solution to correct this. Therefore, we propose a new model formulation
and heuristic procedure that integrates both decisions. The numerical results show
that cost reductions of 20-30% can be obtained when our integrated approach is used
compared to the best heuristic methods for the sequential approach.
This increased operational performance depends on the utilization rate of the dock
doors as well as the proportion and position of the mixed-mode dock doors. We have
investigated this impact for U-shaped cross-dock terminals in more detail. First, the
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marginal benefit of increasing the number of mixed-mode dock doors diminishes. We
recommend managers to use at least 40% of the dock doors in a mixed service mode.
Second, positioning mixed-mode dock doors at the center of the cross dock seems to
outperform other layout configurations. Especially for cross-dock terminals where the
dock-door utilization rates are relatively low, the positioning in the center has the
most significant beneficial impact on the operational performance of the cross-dock
terminal. A preliminary investigation of I-shaped cross-dock terminals shows that
this conclusion does not seem to hold for such facilities.
In our analysis, we assume deterministic arrival and processing times of the trucks at
the cross-dock facility. In future studies, the random nature of these aspects in the
problem can be incorporated. We reduce the significance of this issue by considering
slack time into the arrival time windows and using time periods of 30 to 45 minutes.
More efficient time windows could be set when the uncertainty in the arrival times for
the inbound trucks is studied. Furthermore, we mainly consider a U-shaped cross-dock
terminal in our numerical results. The results in Section 2.8.6 demonstrate that our
ALNS algorithm can be applied to I-shaped cross-dock facilities as well, but it is
beyond the scope of this paper to investigate layout designs for various shapes of cross
docks. Future work can investigate the best shape of cross-dock terminals when there
are mixed-mode dock doors. Our study can serve the optimization component in a
simulation-optimization approach for such a study.
2.8 Appendix
2.8.1 Bodnar et al. (2017) - revisited
The truck schedule resulting from the model proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017) can
result in infeasible solutions for the dock-door assignment. Especially when all flexible
doors are scheduled to be in use. This is because their model formulation does not
include the service mode of the dock door at which a truck is processed (either inbound,
outbound or flexible door). To illustrate this issue, consider the following small example.
There are five inbound trucks denoted as I = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5}, two outbound trucks
O = {o1, o2}, where fi1,o1 = fi2,o1 = fi3,o1 = 1 and fi3,o2 = fi4,o2 = fi5,o2 = 1, and
value zero otherwise. The cross-dock terminal has three dock doors indicated by
DI = {d1}, DO = {d2} and DF = {d3}, which are the inbound, outbound and flexible
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dock doors, respectively. The arrival time and due time of each trucks is included in
Table 2.15.
Table 2.15: Arrival time ri and due time di for each truck i ∈ I ∪ O
i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 o1 o2
ri 1 1 2 3 3 1 2
di 1 1 2 3 3 2 3
The optimal truck schedule according to the model formulated by Bodnar et al. (2017)
is provided in Table 2.16. Since only the number of doors in use in a particular service
mode is included in the model, a truck can be at a flexible door in one period and
at an outbound door in the next period (since the flexible door might be needed to
unload an inbound truck) or vice versa. The solution in Table 2.16 illustrates that
outbound truck o2 is docked at flexible door d3 at time period t = 2 and at outbound
door d2 the next time period. This solution can only be feasible if trucks can preempt
and switch dock doors while being processed. However, preemption is usually not
allowed in the models from the literature (including ours). Since Berghman et al.
(2015) also only consider the number of dock doors in use for each service mode, the
same problem arises when a dock-door assignment has to be created from the schedule
proposed by their model.
Table 2.16: The scheduling and assignment decisions for the inbound trucks I and
outbound trucks O in the illustrative example
time dock door
period d1 d2 d3
1 i1 o1 i2
2 i3 o1 o2
3 i4 o2 i5
In Section 2.8.2, we propose a new model formulation for the truck scheduling problem
studied by Bodnar et al. (2017). This formulation does not allow preemption as
discussed above. Furthermore, we extend their model formulation in the following
sense: we allow inbound trucks to stay at the dock door for more than exactly one
time period such that it can wait for outbound trucks to arrive while being docked. As
a result, this new model formulation can accommodate more dock-to-dock transfers
rather than using temporary storage in case the outbound truck is not yet docked at
the terminal. In Section 2.4, we present the extension of the truck scheduling model
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proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017) into an integrated cross-dock scheduling model
where the scheduling and assignment decisions are included simultaneously.
2.8.2 Model formulation for sequential approach
In the sequential approach, trucks are first scheduled and then assigned to dock
doors as a decomposition mechanism. We formulate both problems when there are
mixed-mode dock doors (or flexible dock doors) and a temporary storage area.
Scheduling problem
The following decision variables are used in the model formulation for the scheduling
problem in the first stage of the decomposition mechanism:
xtiIn 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I is scheduled for processing at any inbound door
at time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
x̂tiIn 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I has finished unloading at any inbound door at
the end of time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
xtiF 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I is scheduled for processing at any flexible door
at time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
x̂tiF 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I has finished unloading at any flexible door at
the end of time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
ytjOut 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O is scheduled for processing at any outbound
door at time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
ŷtjOut 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O has finished loading at any outbound door at
the end of time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
ytjF 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O is scheduled for processing at any flexible door
at time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
ŷtjF 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O has finished loading at any flexible door at
the end of time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
utij number of unit loads to unload from inbound truck i ∈ I destined for
outbound truck j ∈ O after time period t ∈ T
ltij number of unit loads loaded in outbound truck j ∈ O originating from
inbound truck i ∈ I after time period t ∈ T
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stij 1 if unit loads destined for outbound truck j ∈ O are transferred from
inbound truck i ∈ I to the temporary storage area at time period t ∈ T ,
0 otherwise
ŝtij number of unit loads at the temporary storage location at the end of
time period t ∈ T that have been received from inbound truck i ∈ I and
are destined for outbound truck j ∈ O
ztij 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I and outbound truck j ∈ O are both docked at
time period t ∈ T , 0 otherwise
Atij number of unit loads that have been received from inbound truck i ∈ I
and are transferred from the temporary storage location to outbound
truck j ∈ O at time period t ∈ T


















xtiIn ≤ |DI | ∀t ∈ T (2.35)∑
j∈O





ytjF ≤ |DF | ∀t ∈ T (2.37)∑
t∈TN
i







(ŷtjOut + ŷtjF ) = 1 ∀j ∈ O (2.39)
u0ij = fij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O (2.40)
l0ij = 0 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O (2.41)
ŝ0ij = 0 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O (2.42)
utij ≥ ut−1ij − (s
t
ijfij)− ztijfij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.43)
ltij ≤ lt−1ij +A
t
ij + ztijfij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.44)
stij ≤ xtiIn + xtiF ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.45)
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ŝtij = ŝt−1ij + (s
t
ijfij)−Atij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.46)
xtiIn ≤ x̂tiIn + xt+1iIn ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2.47)
xtiF ≤ x̂tiF + xt+1iF ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2.48)
ytjOut ≤ ŷtjOut + yt+1jOut ∀j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.49)









utij ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2.51)∑
i∈I
fij(ŷtjOut + ŷtjF ) ≤
∑
i∈I










(ytjOut + ytjF ) = 0 ∀j ∈ O (2.54)







iF ) ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T Ni (2.55)







jF ) ∀j ∈ O, t ∈ {T Nj , T Lj } (2.56)
λij(xtiIn + xtiF + ytjOut + ytjF ) ≥ 2 ztij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.57)
Atij ≤ ŝt−1ij ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.58)














jF ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.61)
ztij , s
t







ij ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.63)
The first term in the objective function (2.34) represents the costs of unit loads that
are temporarily stored before being loaded onto their destined outbound truck, and
the second term represents the total tardiness costs of outbound trucks.
Constraints (2.35) ensure that the number of inbound trucks assigned to inbound dock
doors is less than or equal to the number of inbound dock doors at any time period.
Similarly, constraints (2.36) ensure that the number of outbound trucks assigned to
outbound dock doors is less than or equal to the number of outbound dock doors at
any time period. Constraints (2.37) ensure that the sum of the number of inbound and
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outbound trucks assigned to flexible dock doors is less than or equal to the number of
flexible dock doors at any time period. Constraints (2.38) ensure that all inbound
trucks are completely processed within their arrival and due time. All outbound
trucks are completely processed at outbound or flexible doors within their arrival
time period and the end of the planning horizon as per constraints (2.39).
The constraints (2.40) to (2.63) can be translated one-to-one from the constraints
(2.9) to (2.32) in Section 2.4, with the exception that the variables with an index for
individual dock doors are replaced by variables that represent either all inbound doors
(xtiIn and x̂tiIn), all outbound doors (ytjOut and ŷtjOut) or all flexible doors (xtiF , x̂tiF ,
ytjF and ŷtjF ), and the constraints (2.24) and (2.28) are removed since they specify
the value for variable ẑijkp which we don’t have in this scheduling problem.
Assignment problem
In the second stage of the decomposition mechanism, the trucks need to be assigned
to dock doors given the truck schedule that was generated in first stage. The following
decision variables are used in the model formulation for the assignment problem:
xik 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I is assigned to door k ∈ DIF , 0 otherwise
yjp 1 if outbound truck j ∈ O is assigned to door p ∈ DOF , 0 otherwise
ẑijkp 1 if inbound truck i ∈ I is completely unloaded at door k ∈ DIF and
outbound truck j ∈ O is completely processed at dock door p ∈ DOF for
dock-to-dock transfer of shipments between i and j, 0 otherwise
Furthermore, we use the values of the decision variables from the first stage as
parameters in this stage, where we define the new parameters
ϑti = xtiIn + xtiF for i ∈ I, t ∈ T
ϕtj = ytjOut + ytjF for j ∈ O, t ∈ T
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∑
i∈I
(xik ϑti) ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ DI , t ∈ T (2.65)∑
j∈O





(yjk ϕtj) ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ DF , t ∈ T (2.67)∑
k∈DIF
xik = 1 ∀i ∈ I (2.68)∑
p∈DOF
yjp = 1 ∀j ∈ O (2.69)
λij
(





≤ 1 + ẑijkp ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, k ∈ DIF , p ∈ DOF (2.70)
xik ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ DIF (2.71)
yjp ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ O, p ∈ DOF (2.72)
ẑijkp ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ O, k ∈ DIF , p ∈ DOF (2.73)
The objective function (2.64) represents the minimization of the costs associated
with all direct dock-to-dock transfers. Constraints (2.65) ensure that at most one
inbound truck can be assigned to an inbound door at any time period. Similarly,
constraints (2.66) ensure this for outbound trucks assigned to outbound doors and
constraints (2.67) for either inbound or outbound trucks assigned to flexible doors.
Constraints (2.68) and (2.69) ensure that each inbound and outbound truck is assigned
to an appropriate dock door, respectively. These five constraints can be directly
translated from the constraints (2.4) to (2.8) and they also prevent preemption of
trucks. Constraints (2.70) regulate the value for the decision variable ẑijkp similar
to constraints (2.24). Constraints (2.71) to (2.73) define the domain of the decision
variables.
2.8.3 Integrated ALNS algorithm
In this appendix, we develop a metaheuristic to find a near-optimal solution for
the cross-dock scheduling problem formulated in Section 2.4. The architecture of
the metaheuristic is designed according to the Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search
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(ALNS) principle and has a resemblance to the metaheuristics proposed by Bodnar
et al. (2017).
As introduced in Section 2.5, a collection of feasible solutions is generated and the best
solution is selected to be altered by neighborhood operators. A feasible solution π has
corresponding total costs z(π). After solution π is altered by an operator, the new
solution is denoted as π′ and has corresponding total costs z(π′). Whether π′ replaces
π is based on a simulated annealing principle. If the costs z(π′) are lower than the
total costs z(π∗) of best known solution π∗, π′ is accepted as the new current solution
π. Otherwise, π′ is accepted with probability e−(z(π′)−z(π∗))/T , where temperature
T is set based on Ropke & Pisinger (2006b). Initially, T := −w · z(π∗)/ ln 0.5 and it
is adjusted using the cooling parameter r as T := rT with 0 < r < 1. w is a user
provided parameter. If the solution is not improved for nT iterations, T is reset to its
initial value to encourage the move from a local optimum.
Let N be the set of neighborhood operators that can be selected to modify π to π′
in each iteration. The operator is randomly selected in each iteration, where the
probability for each operator to be selected is proportional to the weight µn of an
operator n ∈ N (i.e., the probability equals µn/
∑
n′∈N µn′).
Initially, µn = 1 for n ∈ N and these weights are updated after 100 iterations (Ropke
& Pisinger, 2006a). We use the updating scheme µn := (1 − ρ)µn + ρ(ζn/θn), if
θn 6= 0, where ρ ∈ (0, 1) is user specified, θn is the number of times that operator n
was selected to modify the solution in the last 100 iterations and ζn is an indicator
for the performance of operator n over the last 100 iterations. In particular, the new
solution π′ can improve the best know solution π∗ or the current solution π such that
ζn is updated as follows after each of the 100 iterations:
ζn :=

ζn + δ1 if z(π′) < z(π∗),
ζn + δ2 if z(π∗) ≤ z(π′) < z(π),
ζn + δ3 if z(π) ≤ z(π′),
where δ1 > δ2 > δ3. After 100 iterations, the weights µn are calculated and they
remain fixed for the next 100 iterations. Note that ζn and θn are reset to 0 for n ∈ N
after each 100 iterations (Stenger et al., 2013).
The architecture of the ALNS algorithm follows a decomposition scheme where we
only destroy and repair the scheduling and assignment decisions of inbound trucks and
we determine the optimal scheduling and assignment decisions for outbound trucks,
where the inbound truck decisions are given. The decomposition scheme is inspired by
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the integrated ALNS algorithm
1: Construct a set of feasible solutions X
2: Select π∗ ∈ X such that z(π∗) ≤ z(π0)∀π0 ∈ X
3: Set the current solution π ← π∗
4: Construct inbound schedule and assignment plan x from π
5: while stop criterion is not met do
6: Select a neighbourhood operator n ∈ N based on adaptive weights µn
7: Select an inbound processing plan x′ ∈ n(x)
8: Solve the reduced problem for x′ given, resulting in π′
9: if z(π′) < z(π∗) then
10: Set π∗ ← π′
11: if z(π′) ≤ z(π) or Uniform [0; 1) ≤ e−(z(π′)−z(π∗))/T then
12: Set π ← π′, x← x′
13: Update T
14: Update the score ζn, θn and possibly µn for operator n
15: return π∗
the ALNS algorithm proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017). However, a crucial difference
is that both scheduling and assignment decisions are determined simultaneously by
the integrated ALNS algorithm (rather than just the scheduling decisions). The
pseudocode for our ALNS algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Initial feasible solution
Initial feasible solutions are created in two stages using a constructive heuristic based
on a first-schedule-then-assign decomposition strategy (Boysen et al., 2013; Hermel
et al., 2016).
Stage 1: Truck scheduling
In the first stage, inbound and outbound trucks are scheduled according to a modified
version of the constructive heuristic proposed by Bodnar et al. (2017).
At a time period t ∈ T , a subset of inbound and outbound trucks are docked at the
terminal, denoted by It ⊆ I and Ot ⊆ O, respectively. We initialize I0 := ∅ and
O0 := ∅ since no truck is scheduled at the beginning of the planning horizon. For
each time period t ∈ T , we initialize these subsets according to the following rules:
If a truck is docked at time period t− 1 and it is not completely (un)loaded yet, it
has to remain at the dock door in period t. Additionally, a truck needs to remain at
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the dock door for its corresponding minimum amount of time periods required (that
is, gi time periods for inbound truck i and hj time periods for outbound truck j).
Consequently, we initially set
It := {i | i ∈ It−1, (i is not completed) ∨ (i 6∈ It−gi)} (2.74)
Ot := {j | j ∈ Ot−1, (j is not completed) ∨ (j 6∈ Ot−hj )} (2.75)
Next, we generate a subset of inbound and outbound trucks that are candidates to be
processed at time period t (i.e., to be included to It and Ot). First, we specify the
subset of outbound trucks as
C(Ot) := {j | j ∈ O, rj ≤ t, j 6∈ ∪t−1t′=0O
t′}, (2.76)
such that only outbound trucks that have arrived at the yard and have not been
docked before time period t are considered. The inbound trucks are selected based
on similar rules, plus two addtional rules: an inbound truck i can only be included
if it contains goods for an outbound truck j that is currently docked or considered
to be docked at time period t (i.e., j ∈ C(Ot)), or it can be included if it needs to
be processed at time period t to fulfill the minimum processing time requirement gi
before it is due at time di:
C(It) :=




 ∨ (di − gi) = t

(2.77)
The inbound trucks from C(It) are scheduled to be docked at t (i.e., included to It)
based on one of four strategies: (i) select the earliest arriving truck (FCFS), (ii) select
the earliest due truck (EDD), (iii) select the truck that enables the largest direct
dock-to-dock transfer (i.e., based on
∑
j∈Ot fij), and (iv) select the truck that results
in the most number of outbound trucks that are completely loaded and depart from
the cross-dock terminal. Similar strategies can be used to select outbound trucks
j ∈ C(Ot) to be included to Ot. We refer the reader to Bodnar et al. (2017) for more
details on each of the four strategies.
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This constructive heuristic prescribes four decision rules to schedule inbound trucks
and four strategies to schedule outbound trucks. Combining each of these rules, 16
different strategies can be employed to construct a schedule.
Stage 2: Dock-door assignment of scheduled trucks
In the second stage of the decomposition strategy, the scheduled trucks are assigned
to dock doors based on a heuristic proposed by Van Belle et al. (2013).
Let DtIF and DtOF represent the sets of unassigned dock doors that are available to
process inbound and outbound trucks, respectively, at time period t ∈ T . At the
beginning of the planning horizon, D0IF = {ν | ν ∈ DIF } and D0OF = {ν | ν ∈ DOF }.
We order the set DtIF in ascending order of the average travel distance from a door
in DtIF to all doors in DOF . Similarly, DtOF is ordered in the ascending order of the
average travel distance from a door to all doors in DIF .
For each inbound truck i ∈ It, we calculate the number of unit loads that can directly





fij ∀ t, i ∈ It (2.78)
Next, until each truck i ∈ It is assigned to a door, we iteratively select unassigned
truck i as i = arg maxi′∈It{ωi′ | i′ is not assigned} and assign this truck to the first
door in DtIF , denoted by door νi. Consequently, DtIF := DtIF \ {νi} to indicate
that the door is occupied, and truck i is marked as assigned. If νi ∈ DtOF , then
DtOF := DtOF \ {νi}.
Similar to the inbound trucks, each outbound truck j ∈ Ot receives a score ωj that





fij ∀ t, j ∈ Ot (2.79)
Until each outbound truck j ∈ Ot is assigned a dock door, we select the best unassigned
outbound trucks j = arg maxj′ ∈Ot{ωj′ | j′ is not assigned}, and assign it to the first
door in DtOF , and denote this by νj . Next, truck j is marked as assigned, and the
door νj is removed from DtOF and from DtIF if νj ∈ DtIF .
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After all inbound trucks i ∈ It and outbound trucks j ∈ Ot are assigned a dock
door at time period t, the subsets Dt+1IF and D
t+1
OF are created from DtIF and DtOF ,
respectively, by adding doors that become available in time period t+ 1, since the
truck assigned to that door in period t is not scheduled in period t+ 1. In particular,
Dt+1IF consists of all doors in DtIF , doors in DIF that will be vacated by inbound trucks
at the end of period t, and doors in DF vacated by outbound trucks at the end of
period t. Similarly, Dt+1OF consists of doors in DtOF , doors in DOF vacated at the end
of period t by outbound trucks, and flexible doors vacated by inbound truck at the
end of period t.
Dt+1IF := D
t




OF ∪ {νj | νj ∈ DOF , j ∈ Ot, j 6∈ Ot+1} ∪ {νi | νi ∈ DF , i ∈ It, i 6∈ It+1}
(2.81)
Neighborhood operators
In accordance with the ALNS algorithm, a solution is broken up and then repaired in
each iteration. The destroy operators remove truck(s) from the solution representation,
and the repair operators insert the same truck(s) at a different dock door and/or time.
We use the following destroy operators in our metaheuristics:
• rRd: An inbound truck is randomly selected to be removed from the solution
matrix.
• rMx: An inbound truck is randomly selected to be removed from the time period
at which the largest number of inbound trucks are scheduled. This operator aims
to alleviate the bottleneck at the cross-dock facility by having fewer inbound trucks
docked at the same time period and by making more dock doors available to process
outbound trucks. Bodnar et al. (2017) use a similar operator.
• rCr: An inbound truck is randomly selected to be removed where the corresponding
probability to do so is based on a critical ratio that captures the lateness or earliness
of the inbound truck in comparison to the due time of the outbound trucks that
receive goods from the inbound truck. This operator is also used by Bodnar et al.
(2017).
• rSy: This operator aims at synchronizing the unloading of inbound trucks to ensure
direct dock-to-dock transfers. An inbound truck is randomly selected to be removed
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where the corresponding probability to do so is based on a synchronization ratio that
captures the earliness or lateness of the inbound truck in comparison to other inbound
trucks that carry unit loads for the same outbound truck.
First, for each inbound truck i ∈ I, we define the set of outbound trucks for which
it carries load as Si = {j | fij > 0} ⊆ O. Let Qi indicate the set of inbound
trucks that carry goods for the same outbound trucks in Si. That is, Qi := {i′| i′ ∈
I, fi′j > 0, j ∈ Si}. Furthermore, let ψi be the earliest time period at which inbound
truck i is currently scheduled, and χi′ is the latest time period at which inbound
truck i′ ∈ Qi is scheduled. Define the synchronization ratio to schedule truck i
earlier as sy←i =
∑
i′∈Qi max{0, ψi − χi′}, and to schedule truck i later as sy
→
i =∑
i′∈Qi max{0, ψi′ − χi}. High values for sy
←
i indicate that the inbound truck is
scheduled later than other inbound trucks that also carry items for the same outbound
trucks. Therefore, fewer unit loads might be directly transferred to outbound trucks.
Similarly, sy→i indicates that the inbound truck is scheduled earlier than other inbound
trucks supplying items to the same outbound trucks. Therefore, it is a good candidate
for rescheduling to a later time period.
The repair (or insert) operators that we use to create new solutions are as follows:
• iBck: The removed inbound truck is scheduled to an earlier time period at the
same dock door to which it was originally assigned.
• iFwd: The removed inbound truck is scheduled at a later time period at the same
dock door to which it was originally assigned.
• iSwap: The removed inbound truck is swapped with a randomly selected inbound
truck (not necessarily at a different dock door, as in Boysen et al. (2013)).
• iUp: The removed inbound truck is assigned to the next available dock door i ∈ DIF
with a higher index.
• iDown: The removed inbound truck is assigned to the next available dock door in
DIF with a lower index.
Besides individual operators that either destroy or repair a solution, we also introduce
four operators that both destroy and repair a solution:
• riI20: An inbound truck is removed from the schedule at a time period when no
corresponding outbound truck is scheduled and inserted back into the schedule at the
same dock door but at a later time period. This operator aims to achieve more direct
dock-to-dock transfers.
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• riextBck: An inbound truck is randomly selected and its scheduled time at the
dock door is extended to one time period earlier. This operator is designed to facilitate
more dock-to-dock transfers.
• riextFwd: An inbound truck is randomly selected and its scheduled time at the
dock door is extended to one time period later. This operator is also designed to
facilitate more dock-to-dock transfers.
• riD2D: Two dock doors are randomly selected from DIF and their assigned trucks
are swapped while maintaining the scheduling decisions.
For all operators that repair a solution, if a newly selected dock door for a truck is
already occupied by another truck in the current solution π, this assigned truck and
all trucks assigned to the same dock door thereafter are pushed back for processing
by at least the minimum processing time of the newly assigned truck. As a result,
some trucks might be pushed out of the planning horizon, which leads to an infeasible
solution. Therefore, we try to repair the new solution to become feasible as follows:
For each inbound truck i ∈ I missing in the new solution π′, denote ti as the time
period at which truck i is scheduled in the current solution π. Assign this truck to
the first available dock door at time period ti or later. If the new schedule for the
inbound operations remains infeasible, the new solution π′ is rejected as infeasible.
Reduced problem
At this stage of the heuristic, we have determined a feasible truck schedule and
dock-door assignment for the inbound operations. In the reduced problem, we assign
and schedule outbound trucks only. The structure of this reduced problem resembles
the reduced problem studied by Bodnar et al. (2017). However, we extend it in two
aspects: (i) we include the total travel distance for dock-to-dock transfers into the
objective function and (ii) we simultaneously schedule and assign the outbound trucks
to dock doors.
Since the schedule and assignment of the inbound trucks is given for the reduced
problem, we let parameter xtik represent whether inbound truck i is assigned to dock
door k at time period t (the same interpretation as our decision variable in the MIP
model of Section 2.4, but now we know its value). Furthermore, we define the set of
dock doors occupied by inbound trucks at time period t ∈ T as DtIF := {k |xtik =
1,∀i ∈ I, k ∈ DIF } and the set of doors available to process outbound trucks at time
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period t ∈ T as DtOF = DOF \ DtIF . Additionally, the parameter x̄ti indicates with
value one whether inbound truck i is scheduled until time period t, and zero otherwise.
We define the set of time periods during which any inbound truck with goods for
outbound truck j ∈ O is scheduled to be docked at the terminal as Tj = {t|∃i ∈
I, k ∈ DIF , t ∈ T : xtik = 1, fij > 0}. The first time period at which goods
destined for outbound truck j become available from an inbound truck is denoted
as αj = mint∈Tj{t}, and the last time period at which goods destined for outbound
truck j can be loaded with a direct dock-to-dock transfer equals ωj = maxt∈Tj{t}.
Consequently, outbound truck j should not be scheduled before time period αj − hj .
If outbound truck j is scheduled to be docked for the first time at or before time
period ωj − hj , the outbound truck has to remain scheduled and assigned to the same
dock door until time period ωj to guarantee that the truck is completely loaded before
departing from the cross-dock terminal. If outbound truck j is scheduled to be docked
for the first time after ωj − hj , the outbound truck has to remain scheduled and
assigned to the same dock door for exactly hj time periods to satisfy the minimum
processing time constraint.
In the reduced problem, the decision variable ỹtjp attains the value one if outbound
truck j ∈ O is scheduled at dock door p ∈ DOF for the first time at time period t ∈ T ,
and zero otherwise. When outbound truck j is scheduled for the first time at time
period t′, it needs to stay docked until time period max{ωj , t′+hj−1}. Consequently,






1 if t′ ≤ t ≤ max{ωj , t′ + hj − 1}0 otherwise (2.82)
which indicates whether outbound truck j is still docked at time period t when it
is first scheduled at time period t′. Note that Φt
′,t




Furthermore, since we know until which time period outbound truck j is docked when
it is first scheduled at time period t, we can directly calculate the length of the delay
beyond its due time dj . To indicate this, we specify
∆tj = max{0,max{ωj , t′ + hj − 1} − dj} (2.83)
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Consequently, the parameter ctj is introduced as the sum of the tardiness costs and
the total storage costs if outbound truck j is first scheduled at time period t, where





x̄tifij ∀j ∈ O, t ∈ T (2.84)
In addition to these two costs, we also include the total costs of direct dock-to-dock
transfers to the objective function. Therefore, we introduce parameter ¯̄xtik, which









A direct transfer between inbound truck i at dock door k and outbound truck j at
dock door p can take place if there is a time period at which both ¯̄xtik = 1 and ỹtjp = 1.








































j = 0 ∀p /∈ D
t
OF , t ∈ T (2.89)
ỹtjp = 0 ∀j ∈ O, p ∈ DOF , t ∈ T Ej (2.90)
ỹtjp ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ O, p ∈ DOF , t ∈ T (2.91)
Constraints (2.87) ensure that each outbound truck is assigned exactly once. Con-
straints (2.88) impose non-preemption restrictions and ensure that a dock door is
only assigned to one truck at most for each time period. Similarly, constraints (2.89)
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restrict the processing of outbound trucks to dock doors in DOF at times not assigned
to any inbound truck. Constraints (2.90) prevent outbound trucks to be scheduled
before their arrival time. Constraints (2.91) define the decision variables as binary.
If an outbound truck j is processed at time t ≤ wj − hj , it can be postponed until
time period wj − hj and still fulfill the minimum completion time requirement by
the period wj . If t ≤ wj − hj and t ∈ Tj , the outbound truck can receive direct
dock-to-dock transfers which justifies the early processing. However, if t ≤ wj − hj
and t /∈ Tj , the processing of outbound truck j can be postponed without additional
costs in the objective function. Constraints (2.92) formalize this condition. The
constraint is an extension of the valid inequalities by Bodnar et al. (2017) to consider
the dock-door assignment aspect as well.
ỹtjp = 0 ∀j ∈ O, p ∈ DOF , t ∈ {t′|t′ ∈ T , t′ ≤ wj − hj and t′ /∈ Tj} (2.92)
Parameter settings for the computational experiments
For the ALNS algorithm, we use the same parameter vector (r, nT , δ1, δ2, δ3, ρ) as
Stenger et al. (2013) and Bodnar et al. (2017), namely (0.95, 200, 9, 3, 1, 0.3). We find
that the solution quality and the computation time of the ALNS algorithm is largely
determined by the choice for parameter w, which determines the initial temperature of
the simulated annealing acceptance criterion. We choose the value w = 0.05. However,
we cannot ensure the optimality of this parameter choice.
2.8.4 Additional numerical results
Performance neighborhood operators
As discussed in Section 2.8.3, the neighborhood operators to modify a solution are
selected proportional to their performance. Table 2.17 and Table 2.18 present for each
operator the frequency that it is selected and the relative improvement when it is
selected, respectively. The operators that focus on either truck scheduling or dock-
door assignment decisions are used equally and diversely. However, the assignment
operator rD2D is used more frequently when the size of the cross-dock terminal is
larger. Among the scheduling operators, rRd&iFwd, rCr&iBck, rMx&iFwd, rI2O
and richFwd are used most frequently. In regard to the improvement to the solution,
rRd&iFwd, rMx&Bck, rCr&Fwd and rD2D generate solutions that result in the
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reduction of operational costs by 15.87%, 11.35%, 20.03% and 8.70%, respectively.
Note that sometimes a small improvement by a different operator can be crucial to
prevent the algorithm to end up in a local minimum.
Non-unit processing time
Similar to Bodnar et al. (2017), we have also studied the performance of the ALNS
algorithm when the processing time hj of each truck j equals four time periods (rather
than hj = 1). Table 2.19 and Table 2.20 present the results of this experiment for 20
and 30 trucks instances, respectively. The sequential MIP models in Section 2.8.2 is
solved for 3,600 seconds in total (each model in the sequential approach is given 1,800
seconds) as in previous sections to generate the benchmark solutions (Seq. obj.). The
solutions indicated in bold are optimal sequential solutions. Of the 160 instances,
the solver is able to generate 114 (71.25%) optimal solutions within the termination
limit. For the smaller instance with 20 trucks, all solutions are optimal. However,
for the larger instances, the solver can generate optimal solutions only for 34 out of
80 instances. The ALNS solutions are within 6% of the optimal sequential solutions.
On average the improvement of ALNS solution is 3.6% over the optimal sequential
solution. At best, the ALNS solution is 16% better than the optimal sequential
solution.
2.8.5 Additional results case study
Current solution approach
The retailer in our case study uses a constructive heuristic to schedule and assign
trucks. First, inbound trucks are scheduled and assigned according to a first-come-
first-served principle. When multiple dock doors are available, the assignment is done
manually based on intuition. Next, outbound trucks are scheduled according their
earliest due time. To assign the first outbound truck, the outbound door furthest to
one end of the cross-dock terminal is selected. The second outbound truck is assigned
to the available outbound door adjacent to the previously selected door, etc. This
means that they assign outbound trucks from one end of the terminal until they reach
the other end, and then they start all over again. Figure 2.8 shows a Gantt chart
(similar to the solution representation introduced in Section 2.5.1) for the cross-dock
scheduling problem on a particular day at the North facility, which has 31 dock doors.
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This Gantt chart provides an intuitive understanding of the constructive heuristic.
Outbound trucks are scheduled and assigned in a cascading manner from door 1 to
door 31, where the outbound trucks are numbered according to their due times. Once
the furthest outbound door has been assigned, the assignment process is repeated
from door 1 again.
Figure 2.8: Gantt chart for the scheduling and assignment decisions of inbound (in)
and outbound (out) trucks at the North cross-dock facility with 3 inbound doors
(doors 15-17) and 28 outbound dock doors on a particular day
The performance of the constructive heuristic is presented in Table 2.21. It is clear
that the retailer prioritizes the scheduling of outbound trucks based on their due times.
In only one cross-dock facility, four outbound trucks (i.e., 0.53%) leave beyond their
due time with a total delay of 480 minutes. Furthermore, the time windows to process
the outbound trucks are quite large, which also prevents possible delays. However,
the constructive heuristic ignores the inbound operations when the scheduling and
assignment decisions are made for the outbound trucks. Consequently, the temporary
storage area is highly utilized and the internal travel distance between dock doors is
large. In total, 1,554 unit loads are stored temporarily per day. This corresponds to
51% of all truck loads being processed.
Performance ALNS algorithm
When the ALNS algorithm is used to solve the cross-dock scheduling problem at the
retailer, Figure 2.9 illustrates that about 98% of the solution improvement is obtained
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Table 2.21: Solution of the retailer’s constructive heuristic
Retailer’s Constructive Heuristic
Cross-dock #trucks #doors Delayed
#units in Internal
Facility outbound temporary travel
Location IN OUT IN OUT (min) storage (km)
East 27 171 6 23 480 222 30.16
West 27 160 5 30 0 387 44.05
North 32 224 3 28 0 502 46.17
South 29 200 5 29 0 443 49.72
in the first 1,000 iterations of the ALNS algorithm. Consequently, the number of
iterations to find a solution to the problem can be reduced without harming the
quality of the solution.






















(a) Frequency of iterations with solution im-
provement



















(b) Cumulative solution improvement by iter-
ation
Figure 2.9: Frequency and proportion of the best solution improvement by iteration
for the case study instances
2.8.6 Computational experiments for I-shaped cross-dock
In Section 2.6, all numerical results are based on layout configurations for a U-
shaped cross-dock terminal. To illustrate that our integrated solution methodology
of Section 2.5 can also be applied to cross docks with other shapes, we show the
performance of our ALNS algorithm for different layouts of I-shaped facilities with
10 dock doors. The I-shaped terminal is represented by dock doors on two sides of
the cross dock. The layout configurations are presented in Table 2.22. Unlike the
U-shaped cross-dock terminal, the I shape requires two sides of the cross dock to be
separated. In the representation of the layout, the notation 0 is used to differentiate
between the two sides of the facility with dock doors. The distance between the two
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walls with dock doors is 50 meters. The adjacent dock doors on the same side are
3.6 meters apart from one another (the same as before). Consequently, the distance
between two dock doors k and p ∈ D equals
mkp =

3.6 |k − p|+ 50 if k, p ≤ |D|/2
3.6 |k − p|+ 50 if k, p > |D|/2
3.6 (|max {k, p} − |D| /2−min {k, p}|) + 50 otherwise
The cost for using the temporary storage and for tardiness of trucks is estimated in
the same manner as for U-shaped terminals. In particular, the cost of temporary
storage is twice the average dock-to-dock travel distance





|D| · (|D| − 1)
)
+ 50
and the tardiness cost is either twice or ten times the cost of temporary storage.
Table 2.22: The layout configurations of the inbound doors (i), outbound doors
(o) and flexible doors (f) at an I-shaped cross-dock terminal with 10 dock doors
layout |D| |DI | |DO| |DF | Mixed-mode Strategy Layout Configuration
I11 10 5 5 0 None ‖i‖i‖i‖i‖i‖0‖o‖o‖o‖o‖o‖
I12 10 4 4 2 Center ‖i‖i‖f‖i‖i‖0‖o‖o‖f‖o‖o‖
I13 10 4 4 2 Half-center ‖i‖f‖i‖i‖i‖0‖o‖f‖o‖o‖o‖
I14 10 4 4 2 Outer ‖f‖i‖i‖i‖i‖0‖f‖o‖o‖o‖o‖
I15 10 2 2 4 Center ‖i‖i‖f‖f‖i‖0‖o‖o‖f‖f‖o‖
I16 10 2 2 4 Half-center ‖i‖f‖i‖f‖i‖0‖o‖f‖o‖f‖o‖
I17 10 2 2 4 Outer ‖f‖i‖i‖i‖f‖0‖f‖o‖o‖o‖f‖
I18 10 2 2 6 Center ‖i‖f‖f‖f‖i‖0‖o‖f‖f‖f‖o‖
I19 10 2 2 6 Half-center ‖f‖f‖i‖f‖i‖0‖f‖f‖o‖f‖o‖
I20 10 2 2 6 Outer ‖f‖f‖i‖i‖f‖0‖f‖f‖o‖o‖f‖
The results are presented in Table 2.23 and Table 2.23 for instances with 30 and 60
trucks, respectively. We can compare these results to the results of the U-shaped
terminal in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8, and we draw similar conclusions. The cost
increase for using the metaheuristics in the sequential approach is lower for the I-
shaped terminal, but our ALNS algorithm still outperforms these metaheuristics.
More importantly, it still outperforms the optimal solution in the sequential approach
for almost all instances. Furthermore, these initial results seem to suggest positioning
the flexible doors according to the half-center configuration. More numerical results












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 Conclusions and future outlook
In this dissertation, we investigate the impact of external temporal constraints from
upstream and downstream facilities on warehouses with an emphasis on warehouses
with manual workforce. Warehouses often face external temporal constraints such
as time windows to unload and process vehicles from suppliers or delivery time
windows to process and (un)load vehicles for customers. In warehouses that are
operated manually, managers have to plan the use of warehouse workers and other
resources to ensure that a high service level is maintained while considering the
temporal constraints. Complicating factors such as labor laws and union agreements
make the planning of manual workers particularly challenging. However, most of
the warehousing literature focuses on the use of machines in warehouses and not
humans. Even when the use of human workers is considered, they do not consider any
of the specifics that pertain to the use of manual workers. Additionally, the literature
largely assumes that warehouses are isolated entities whose operational planning can
be done independently without consideration for upstream or downstream temporal
constraints. This dissertation contributes to the literature by focusing on manually
operated warehouses as part of larger supply chain networks and investigates the
impact of external constraints on the planning of resources in the warehouse.
We focus on three different planning problems in manual warehouses in this dissertation.
The first study in the dissertation investigates the planning of cross-dock operations
constrained by time windows of inbound and outbound trucks. The cross-dock facility
uses cross-dock workers to process shipments using a temporary storage area and
a limited number of dock doors, some of which can operate in mixed mode. In a
second study, a warehouse with limited staging lanes has to plan the flexible order
pickers to ensure that orders are picked and delivered to the staging lanes within
order dependent delivery due time windows. The last study investigates the usage
of order pickers and truck loaders in warehouses within limited availability of the
staging area and dock doors. Together with warehouse planning, this study plans
delivery routes for vehicles with delivery time windows at customer locations. We
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formulate mathematical models and develop exact and heuristic solution approaches
to solve the problems. These models and algorithms can provide valuable assistance
as decision support to warehouse managers. In addition, experiments are performed
with the models and algorithms based on industry data to provide practical insights
on warehouse operations.
5.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, we investigate the integrated scheduling and assign-
ment of trucks to dock doors in a unit-load cross-dock facility where a subset of dock
doors can operate in mixed mode. Temporally, processing of inbound and outbound
trucks is constrained by time windows. Inbound time windows cannot be violated
whereas outbound trucks can depart from the warehouse with penalized delays. Most
of the literature as well as practice only consider either the scheduling or assignment
of trucks to dock doors in cross-docks facilities with mixed-mode dock doors. When
assignment and scheduling decisions are integrated, they are only considered for either
inbound or outbound operations. However, the use of sequential solution approaches
can lead to sub-optimal solutions and even to infeasible solutions. In this chapter,
we develop a model that allows simultaneous scheduling and assignment of trucks to
dock doors. To solve realistic instances of the problem, an adaptive large neighbor-
hood search (ALNS) algorithm is developed. The solution of the integrated model
is validated against optimal sequential solutions as well as solutions generated by
metaheuristics from the literature that solve the problem sequentially (schedule-first-
assign-second). Extensive experiments on randomized data used in the literature
demonstrate that the integrated solution approach can reduce operational costs on
average by 12% compared to the optimal sequential solutions and as much as 20-30%
compared to the heuristic solutions to address the problems sequentially.
Additionally, the integrated solution approach is used to investigate the impact of
the position and the proportion of mixed-mode dock doors on operational costs. The
findings suggests that for U-shaped cross-dock terminals, the utilization of dock doors
impacts the value of mixed-mode dock doors. When the dock-door utilization is low,
the positioning of mixed-mode dock doors is more important, and the strategy of
placing mixed-mode dock doors at the center of the cross-dock facility provides the
largest benefit. However, when utilization is high, the proportion of mixed-mode
dock doors becomes more important. In either of the low or high utilization cases,
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the results suggest that at least 40% of the dock doors should be used in the mixed
mode, and they should be positioned at the center of the cross-dock facility. This
study also makes a contribution by providing a framework that can be used to make
layout decisions, such as determining the proportion and position of the mixed-mode
dock doors. A simplified version of the solution approach developed in this chapter is
currently used by a Dutch retailer to plan their cross-dock operations.
In Chapter 3, we study the scheduling of flexible manual order pickers in warehouses
with delivery due time windows. The manual workers are hired on a short notice
and are only paid from the start until the end of their shift. The start and end
times of the shift are variable and part of the warehouse manager’s decision. Using
these flexible order pickers, managers have to ensure that orders are picked and
delivered to the staging area of the warehouse within order-dependent delivery due
time windows. In this environment, workforce scheduling (of order pickers) has to
consider traditional personnel scheduling decisions such as determining the start and
end times of shifts and break times together with the scheduling and assignment of
order-picking activities. Two mathematical models are formulated for the problem.
To solve the problem, we develop an exact procedure based on a brand-and-price
framework. Additionally, to generate quality solutions within limited time, we develop
a heuristic based on the large neighborhood search (LNS) algorithm. Computational
experiments illustrate that the LNS is able to generate quality solutions within
reasonable computation times. To further test the applicability of the proposed
solution approach and generate practical insights, we conduct a case study at the
warehouse operations of the largest grocery retailer in The Netherlands. The case
study compares a variety of shift structures and their impact on the order picking
cost at the warehouse. The results show the value of flexibility in break scheduling for
workers. Without additional costs to the warehouse, the managers can ensure that
the order pickers are compensated for shifts of at least 8 hours (instead of the current
minimum compensation of 6 hours) in return for flexible breaks (i.e., breaks with
15 minutes of flexibility in their starting time compared to the current case). This
study contributes to the warehousing literature by introducing and demonstrating
the importance of incorporating personnel scheduling decisions into traditional order
picking problems. The models and solution approaches developed in this chapter can
be valuable for further extensions and adaptations. Managerially, this work shows
that workforce scheduling, and in particular the idea of flexible breaks, can be a lever
for gaining efficiency in warehouses. This study has been translated into a decision
support tool that is currently used by a Dutch retailer.
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The fourth chapter of this dissertation studies the impact of hard time windows at
customer delivery locations on the operations of warehouses with limited resources.
This problem is inspired by the operational challenges faced by the warehouse operation
of a large Dutch grocery retailer. The warehouse under consideration has a limited
time-dependent order picking capacity which arises from the use of manual order
pickers in multiple shifts with breaks. Additionally, the warehouse has limited staging
space, which serves as a buffer between the order picking and loading operations.
The warehouse managers have to translate the schedule of outbound delivery trucks
into plans for the usage of warehouse resources. When staging space is limited in
comparison to the daily output from the warehouse, warehouse may not be able to
ensure that vehicle can leave with the required shipments in the departure times
determined by distribution plans. A potential solution to this problem lies in the
planning of the delivery routes while jointly taking the limited warehouse resources
into consideration. However, the literature mostly considers a decoupled approach
to the problem where the warehouse and transportation problems are solved in
isolation. When they are integrated, the problems consider only one of warehouse
processes, either order picking or loading. We formulate a model for the holistic
problem that can develop routes for vehicles to deliver orders to customers with
hard time window constraints while simultaneously considering limited order picking,
staging and loading capacities. A dynamic programming algorithm is developed to
solve the problem exactly. Computational experiments are performed on instances
that are generated from industry data provided by a large Dutch retailer. The results
suggest that a limited staging area and a limited order picker availability have a
significant and multiplicative impact on the cost of distribution routes. When the
staging area and order picker availability are low, the duration of routes increases
on average by 8.3% compared to optimal routes not constrained by any warehousing
resources. Furthermore, when the costs of order pickers, trucks and truck drivers
are analyzed, the results suggest that even when the cost of order pickers is 50%
less than the cost of truck drivers, it is better for the system to incur additional
costs on distribution (costs of trucks and truck drivers) rather than at the warehouse
as it is done traditionally. This study contributes to the warehousing literature by
developing a holistic problem which can capture the interaction of limited resources
in warehouse processes and the planning of distribution routes. For practitioners,
this work illustrates that when warehouse resource are limited and heavily utilized,
the traditional approach of generating distribution plans first and imposing them on
warehouse operations needs to be reconsidered.
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5.2 Future outlook
The planning problems studied in this dissertation consider warehouses with manual
operations and some external temporal constraints. Our case examples are predomi-
nantly based on the offline retail warehouse operations. While this warehouse setting
is important, these operational contexts represent only a small sample of warehouse
environments in practice. Given the trends of adoption of automation and the rise
of e-commerce, several opportunities exist in extending the problems studied in this
dissertation to consider different and richer warehouse operations.
In Chapter 2, the experiments primarily consider U-shaped cross-dock facilities and
present limited results for I-shaped cross-dock facilities. Existing results on the best
shape of cross-dock facilities (Bartholdi & Gue, 2004) only consider exclusive-mode
dock doors. A new analysis on the shapes and layouts with mixed-mode dock doors
could be valuable for practitioners. Additionally, positioning and determining the size
of the temporary storage area have an impact on the operational cost of cross-dock
facilities. A problem that can incorporate the size and position of the temporary
storage area into the design decision could enable a more informed cross-dock design.
Achieving these objectives requires the formulation of new cross-dock problems and
developing new solution approaches.
The second study in this dissertation assumes that the batches of orders have been
determined before workforce scheduling. Extending the problem to consider batching
of orders can provide larger operational benefits. An added advantage of this approach
enables incorporating the order picker location into the decision problem. Using this
information, decision support systems can generate batches in such a way that order
pickers will be at pick locations closer to the break areas when they need to go for
breaks. This will shorten the time wasted by order pickers traveling to and from break
areas. An efficient solution approach that can solve a problem with these details will
be a valuable addition to the literature. It will also be of value to practice as higher
cost savings may be achieved.
The last study in the dissertation assumes that customers have hard delivery time
windows. This is true for most retailer stores. However, in some cases, a subset of
customers may have soft time window constraints which can be violated with a penalty.
The study in Chapter 2 considers this scenario. Extending soft time windows into the
problem can make the study more general. Similarly, a straight forward extension of
the work would be to generate warehouse plans with fixed routes but variable times
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for the start of loading for the routes. This extension retains the sequential decision
making process as is done in practice, but provides managers a planning support to
identify which routes need to be loaded earlier or later to ensure that the warehouse
operations are feasible.
This study also assumes fluid order picking work rates which assumes that an order
can be picked by multiple order pickers at the same time. This assumption is a
good approximation for the order picking process in retail warehouses that have a
large output volume where orders are large and pick routes are long. However, when
orders are small (as in warehouses for e-commerce), the assignment of individual
orders to order pickers can be necessary. Assigning orders to order pickers while
considering multiple warehouse processes and routing of vehicles is likely to be a
prohibitively complex problem. It will not allow for a scalable exact solution approach.
Nevertheless, even a heuristic approach that can handle real-sized instances would be
a valuable contribution to the warehouse management literature.
An overlapping theme in all of the studies in this dissertation is offline planning where
all the orders are known before the planning is performed. This is not a restrictive
assumption for retail warehouses where orders from retailers are known in advance.
However, when orders arrive during the planning horizon, incorporating them into
existing personnel scheduling decisions can be challenging and will require a new
framework for formulating and solving the problems. We envision that the operational
planning models will increasingly consider an online problem setting. The operating
environment in warehouses also invites challenges to mitigate uncertainties. Order
pickers may take a longer time to pick orders or take breaks. Trucks may arrive late at
the warehouse or some of the dock doors may become nonfunctional. A paradigm shift
in warehouse management that considers dynamic disruption management, similar
to those in aircraft and railway operations, could be a challenging but worthwhile
direction of study. This goal can be achieved as is done in practice by decomposing
holistic problems into smaller sub-problems such as batching orders and assigning
them to order pickers in real time. However, this approach can be suboptimal and
provides opportunities for improvement. Using problem formulations that incorporate
uncertainties, in particular a robust optimization framework, can help achieve these
goals. We believe that this will be a new and exciting direction for the research on
operational planning of warehouse processes.
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Summary
Warehouse management is critical to the success of supply chains. But, to achieve larger
supply chain goals such as on-time and cost efficient delivery can be difficult because
of the limited resources available at the warehouse. Planning the human workers in
a warehouse is arguably complex, because managers have to consider issues such as
start and end times of shifts, breaks, and incentive payment schemes. Obviously, these
types of restrictions are less important in automated warehouses. When warehouses
have temporal restrictions on the processing time of inbound trucks or when they
have deadlines for outbound orders, these constraints impact the schedules and cost
of employing human workers. In this environment, warehouse management has to
consider the temporal restrictions from external entities as well as the limited resources
available at the warehouse. This thesis contributes to the warehousing literature by
focusing on manual warehouse operations with such external temporal constraints. We
develop mathematical models for three operational warehouse planning problems that
need to plan human workers with consideration for the limited warehouse resources
and with external temporal constraints. Additionally, we propose solution approaches
for these problems and perform computational experiments to derive insights.
In Chapter 2, we study integrated scheduling and assignment of trucks to dock doors in
a unit-load cross-dock facility with mixed-mode dock doors. The cross-dock operation
is constrained by processing time windows for inbound and outbound vehicles. The
aim of the operational problem is to synchronize the processing time and dock location
of inbound and outbound trucks such that outbound trucks depart from the cross-dock
with minimal delays and such that shipments can be moved from inbound to outbound
trucks directly without being moved to a temporary storage area. Additionally, the
objective is to have cross-dock workers travel as little as possible within the cross-dock
facility to move shipments between dock doors and between the dock doors and
temporary storage area. We formulate a mathematical model for the problem and
develop an adaptive large neighborhood search algorithm to solve it. The solution
approach is benchmarked against state-of-the-art sequential approaches that solve the
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problem sequentially by scheduling trucks first and assigning them second. The results
suggest that the integrated approach can reduce operational cost by 12% on average
compared to the sequential approach. Furthermore, computational experiments show
that the percentage as well as the positions of mixed-mode dock doors are important
for U-shaped cross-dock terminals with low dock-door utilization. However, only the
percentage of mixed-mode dock doors is important for cross-dock facilities that are
heavily utilized. The solution approach is also applied to a case study investigating
cross-dock operations of a large Dutch retailer. The retailer currently uses a simplified
version of our solution approach to plan the dock-door layouts in its cross-dock
facilities.
The third chapter studies a shift scheduling problem for distribution centers with
limited staging space. The warehouse has limited space to buffer orders compared to
the number of orders that leave the warehouse, and each customer order has to be
picked and brought to the staging area within a predefined order-dependent delivery
due time window. The warehouse uses flexible order pickers who work in multiple,
potentially overlapping, shifts to pick and deliver the orders. To ensure that the orders
are delivered to the staging area within their due time window, scheduling of the
flexible order pickers has to consider the start and end times of shifts, break periods
of workers as well as the order to picker assignment and sequencing of orders. We
present two formulations for the problem and develop two solution approaches. The
first solution approach is exact, based on a branch-and-price framework, while the
second one is a heuristic based on large neighborhood search. Extensive computational
experiments are conduced to validate the solution approaches. Additionally, a case
study is done to investigate the impact of flexible break times for a large Dutch
retailer’s distribution center. The results show that the retailer can make substantial
savings by adopting flexible breaks that have 15 minutes flexibility in the time they
start. The solution approach developed in this study also has been translated to a
decision support tool for the retailer.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we investigate planning of operations in warehouses with
limited order picking, staging and loading resources. The warehouse uses manual
workers who work in multiple shifts to pick orders. Once an order is picked it
is brought to a staging area before it is loaded in a truck via a dock door. The
staging space acts as a buffer between the order picking and dispatching of trucks and
presents unique challenges to managers. For example, if many vehicles need to depart
simultaneously, the staging space can be full and the order picking may have to stop.
In the traditional approach, the deliveries to customers (or retail stores) is planned
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first and the outbound schedule of orders is then imposed on the warehouse. This
sequential approach is not only suboptimal but can lead to infeasible plans because of
the limited resource availability in the warehouse. In this study, we present a model of
the problem that can generate routes with consideration for the limited resources in
the warehouse. We develop a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem.
Computational experiments on instances generated from real-life data show that the
proposed solution approach can generate good solutions. Furthermore, the results
suggest that when warehouse resources are severely limited, it is cheaper to focus on
hiring fewer order pickers at the warehouse than to adopt the traditional approach
of optimizing transportation resources first and warehouse resources second. This
observation holds true even when the cost of order pickers is 50% less than the cost
of truck drivers.

Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
Magazijnbeheer is cruciaal voor het succes van supply chains. Echter, om grotere
supply chain doelen te bereiken, zoals: een tijdige en kostenefficiënte levering, kan een
uitdaging zijn vanwege de beperkte middelen die beschikbaar zijn in de magazijnen.
Wat het plannen van de werknemers in een magazijn complex maakt, is dat managers
rekening moeten houden met zaken als begin- en eindtijden van (ploegen)diensten,
pauzes en beloningsregelingen. Dit soort beperkingen zijn uiteraard minder belangrijk
in geautomatiseerde magazijnen. Wanneer magazijnen tijd gerelateerde restricties
hebben op de verwerkingstijd van inkomende vrachtwagens of deadlines hebben voor
uitgaande bestellingen, hebben deze restricties invloed op de schema’s en kosten van
de ingezette werknemers. In deze omgeving moeten magazijnbeheerders rekening
houden met de tijd gerelateerde beperkingen die veroorzaakt worden door externe
factoren en rekening houden met de beperkte middelen die beschikbaar zijn in het
magazijn. Dit proefschrift draagt bij aan de wetenschappelijke literatuur op het
gebied van magazijnen en distributiecentra door zich te concentreren op handmatige
magazijn operaties met dergelijke externe tijdsbeperkingen. We ontwikkelen wiskun-
dige modellen voor drie operationele magazijnplanningsproblemen die werknemers
moeten plannen met inachtneming van beperkte magazijnmiddelen en met externe
tijdsbeperkingen. Daarnaast stellen we oplossingsbenaderingen voor deze problemen
voor en voeren we computationele experimenten uit om inzichten te verkrijgen.
In hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we de geïntegreerde planning en toewijzing van vrachtwa-
gens voor het docken van deuren in een unit-load crossdock-faciliteit met mixed-mode
dockdeuren. De crossdock-operatie is gebonden aan restricties met betrekking tot
tijdvensters voor inkomende en uitgaande voertuigen. Het doel van het operationele
probleem is om de verwerkingstijd en de docklocatie van inkomende en uitgaande
vrachtwagens zo te synchroniseren dat uitgaande vrachtwagens met minimale vertra-
gingen van het crossdock vertrekken en zo te synchroniseren dat zendingen rechtstreeks
van inkomende naar uitgaande vrachtwagens kunnen worden verplaatst zonder naar
een tijdelijke opslagruimte te hoeven gaan. Daarnaast is het doel om crossdock-
medewerkers zo weinig mogelijk binnen de crossdock-faciliteit te laten rondlopen om
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zendingen tussen dockdeuren en tijdelijke opslagruimte te verplaatsen. We formuleren
een wiskundig model voor het probleem en ontwikkelen een variant op het Adaptive
Large Neighborhood Search algoritme om het op te lossen. De oplossingsbenadering
wordt vergeleken met de modernste sequentiële benaderingen die het probleem ach-
tereenvolgens oplossen door eerst vrachtwagens te plannen en ze vervolgens toe te
wijzen. De resultaten suggereren dat de geïntegreerde aanpak de operationele kosten
gemiddeld met 12% kan verlagen in vergelijking met de sequentiële aanpak. Bovendien
laten computationele experimenten zien dat zowel het percentage als de posities van
mixed-mode dockdeuren belangrijk zijn voor U-vormige crossdockterminals met een
laag gebruik van dockdeuren. Echter, alleen het percentage mixed-mode dockdeuren
is belangrijk voor crossdock-faciliteiten die intensief worden gebruikt. De oplossings-
aanpak wordt ook toegepast op een case study naar crossdock-activiteiten van een
grote Nederlandse detailhandelaar. De detailhandelaar gebruikt momenteel een ver-
eenvoudigde versie van onze oplossingsbenadering om de lay-out van de dockdeur in
zijn crossdock-faciliteiten te plannen.
Het derde hoofdstuk bestudeert een probleem met shiftplanning voor distributiecentra
met beperkte orderverzamelingsruimte. Het magazijn heeft beperkte ruimte om bestel-
lingen te bufferen in vergelijking met het aantal bestellingen dat het magazijn verlaat,
en elke klantorder moet worden gepickt en naar het verzamelgebied worden gebracht
binnen een vooraf gedefinieerde orderafhankelijke leveringstijdsvenster. Het magazijn
maakt gebruik van flexibele orderpickers die in meerdere, mogelijk overlappende,
ploegen werken om de orders te picken en af te leveren. Om ervoor te zorgen dat de
bestellingen binnen het gewenste tijdsbestek worden afgeleverd bij het verzamelgebied,
moet bij het plannen van de flexibele orderpickers rekening worden gehouden met de
begin- en eindtijden van diensten, met pauzeperiodes van werknemers, evenals met
de toewijzing van bestellingen aan pickers en de volgorde van die bestellingen. We
presenteren twee formuleringen voor het probleem en ontwikkelen twee oplossings-
richtingen. De eerste oplossingsaanpak is exact, gebaseerd op een branch-and-price
framework, terwijl de tweede een heuristiek is gebaseerd op het Large Neighborhood
Search algoritme. Er worden uitgebreide computationele experimenten uitgevoerd om
de oplossingsbenaderingen te evalueren. Daarnaast wordt er een case study gedaan
om de impact van flexibele pauzetijden voor een groot distributiecentrum van een
Nederlandse detailhandelaar te onderzoeken. De resultaten tonen aan dat de detail-
handelaar aanzienlijke besparingen kan realiseren door flexibele pauzes in te voeren
die 15 minuten flexibiliteit hebben in hun aanvangstijd. De oplossingsaanpak die in
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dit onderzoek is ontwikkeld, is ook vertaald naar een beslissingsondersteunende tool
voor de detailhandelaar.
In Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift onderzoeken we de planning van operaties in
magazijnen met beperkte order picking- en laadmiddelen en beperkingen gerelateerd
aan de orderverzamelplaats. Het magazijn maakt gebruik van werknemers die in
meerdere ploegen werken om orders te picken. Nadat een bestelling is gepickt,
wordt deze naar een verzamelplaats gebracht voordat deze via een dockdeur in een
vrachtwagen wordt geladen. De verzamelplaats fungeert als buffer tussen het order
verzamelen en verzenden van vrachtwagens en stelt managers voor unieke uitdagingen.
Als er bijvoorbeeld veel voertuigen tegelijk moeten vertrekken, kan de verzamelplaats
vol zijn en moet het order verzamelen mogelijk stoppen. Bij de traditionele aanpak
worden de leveringen aan klanten (of winkels) eerst gepland en vervolgens wordt het
uitgaande orderschema opgelegd aan het magazijn. Deze sequentiële aanpak is niet
alleen suboptimaal, maar kan tot onhaalbare plannen leiden vanwege de beperkte
beschikbaarheid van middelen in het magazijn. In deze studie presenteren we een
model van het probleem dat routes kan genereren met inachtneming van de beperkte
middelen in het magazijn. We ontwikkelen een dynamic programming algoritme om
het probleem op te lossen. Computationele experimenten met instanties die zijn
gegenereerd op basis van real-life data laten zien dat de voorgestelde oplossingsaanpak
goede oplossingen kan opleveren. Bovendien suggereren de resultaten dat wanneer
de magazijnmiddelen zeer beperkt zijn, het goedkoper is om te focussen op het
inhuren van minder orderpickers in het magazijn dan om de traditionele aanpak te
volgen, waarbij eerst de transportmiddelen en daarna de magazijnmiddelen worden
geoptimaliseerd. Deze waarneming geldt zelfs wanneer de kosten van orderpickers
50% lager zijn dan die van vrachtwagenchauffeurs.
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